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Controversial
program incites
LGBT protest

GV mourns Zyad Almahmood
Students remember
Saudi Arabian student
who was found in his
apartment Saturday
By Lauren Fitch
GVl. News Editor

Zyad
Almahmood
will
be
remembered for his smile.
Numerous
people
mentioned
Almahmood’s smile as his best feature,
a summary of his personality, as they
gathered Wednesday night at the
memorial service for their friend.
The service was held in Kirkhof’s
Pere Marquette Room where faculty
and students gathered to remember
Almahmood, 24, who passed away on
Saturday.
Pictures of “Big Zee,” as friends
called him, scrolled across a screen at
the front of the room as Kate Stoetzner,
director of International Students and
Scholars Services, began the memorial
service by reading memories some of
his friends submitted earlier.
Everyone at the service was given
a blank card to write down his or her
favorite memory of Almahmood.
Stoetzner said the cards will be

collected into a scrapbook to send to
Almahmood’s family in Riyadh, Saudi
Arabia.
Morsy Salen, the imam at Fuller
Mosque of Grand Rapids, led the
remainder of the ceremony.
Salen said he knew Almahmood only
by name, but in times of hardship as well
as happiness, Muslims come together.
Other
students
who
knew
Almahmood, a computer science major,
on a more personal basis, mentioned his
passion for cars and love of guitar.
“He was the most kind person I could
ever imagine,” said Aziz Alnasser,
a freshman at Grand Valley State
University. “He was more than a brother
to me.”
Alnasser knew Almahmood for more
than two years. He mentioned a time
during orientation last fall, before the
buses were running, that Almahmood
let Alnasser borrow his car for a week.
Others remembered Almahmood for
his generosity, too.
Abdulmahman Alabondi, an ELS
student, lived next to Almahmood when
he first came to GVSU.
Alabondi said when he could not even
speak English, Almahmood advised him
to be patient, study hard and offered to
help in any way he could.
Alexis Fowler met Almahmood

through friends.
“The first time I saw him he was
working on his car,” Fowler said.
She added he was especially proud
of the YouTube video of him doing
burnouts in the rain in the Meijer
parking lot.
“He was always smiling,” Fowler
said. “He loved being here. He used to
say how much he loved the American
culture.”

By Ellen Hensel
GVl. Assistant News Editor

See Mourning, A2

Courtesy Photo / Facebook

Campus loss: A memorial was held
Wednesday for student Zyad Almahmood.

Courtesy Photo I Facebook

Remember: GVSU mourns a Saudi Arabian
student, Zyad Almahmood’s, recent passing

No photo ID? No problem
.

Campus Dining fails
to follow ID policy in
Lanthom investigation
By Lauren Fitch and Ellen Hensel
GVL Staff

During the past week, Lanthom
reporters have attempted to make
multiple purchases at eight Campus
Dining facilities without a valid ID. At all
but one, they succeeded.
Campus Dining policy states
employees must check students' schoolissued photo ID when using their meal
plan or debit dollars. A driver’s license
or school ID must also be checked when
paying by credit card.
However, the majority of employees
ignore the policy and allow students
through the lines without proper
identification.
“The goal is to make sure students
aren’t stealing,” said Deb Rambadt,
marketing manager for Campus Dining.
“Friends or roommates do share their
meal plans, but you never know for sure
if the person has permission to use their
ID.”
The Kleiner C-Store was the only
place where the employee would not
allow the reporter to make a purchase
using a credit card without a picture ID.
Instead, the employee played good
Samaritan and paid for the purchase out
of her own student account.
The Kleiner Marketplace and Java
City employees were most insistent
about seeing an ID, but ultimately let the
customer through, though still requiring
See No ID, A2
GVl / Bri Goodyear

Ignoring protocol: Freshman Bobby Phillips has a Campus Dining employee scan his meal card before he gets lunch at Fresh Food Company Some

See more: Go to
the editorial on A5

.. workers fail to ask students to show any form of ID as they are paying for their meal This practice is strictly against GVSU policy

GVSU models institutional sustainability in webcast
By Chelsea Lane
GVl. Staff Writer

Grand Valley State University’s
sustainability initiative has earned national
recognition and several awards. On
Wednesday, GVSU President Thomas
J. Haas joined a panel of three other
sustainability experts from across the
country for a national webcast to share the
initiative’s successes and struggles with
other universities.
The webcast focused on environmental
sustainability as a strategic policy issue and
what university governing boards need to
know about implementing sustainability
policies and technologies.
Faced with issues such as climate
change and the economic recession, an

increasing number of universities are
looking to produce their own sustainability
plans to create a more eco-friendly and
economically efficient institution.
“In the past two decades, sustainability
has emerged as an aspiration for society ”
said Anthony Cortese. the president of
nonprofitsustainability organization Second
Nature. “For the first time in human history,
humans are now the primary determinant
of the habitability of the plant for ourselves
and other species.”
Cortese said he believes sustainability
should be an integral part of higher
education.
He argued environmental sustainability
helps prepare students for citizenship as
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See Sustainability, A2

GVl l Bri Goodyear

Sustainability advice: Professors and administrators gather together to listen to an academic

A program set to air on WoodTV 8 this week has gay and lesbian
groups up in arms.
The
paid
program
titled,
“Speechless: Silencing Christians”
was produced by the American
Family Association and according
to a statement on their Web site,
“Silencing Christians” “reveals the
truth about the radical homosexual
agenda and its impact on the family,
the nation and religious freedom.”
The program was set to run
Monday at 7 p.m. but was pulled
last minute for conflicting reasons.
Wood TV-8 initially stated in a
release
on
their Web site
“This
the pull was
due to the
propaganda
program’s
encourages
proximity
the
attitude
to a press
conference
that people
by President
who have
Barack
differences
Obama.
However,
are worse...”
LGBT
groups such
AMY SIMPSON
as
Grand
GVSU
Valley State
SOPHOMORE
University’s
LGBT
Resource Center said it was pressure
from organizations such as theirs
that caused Wood-TV’s reaction.
The program will, if the AFA
accepts, re-air Saturday at 2 p.m.
When the GVSU LGBT Resource
Center found out about the program’s
imminent airing, administrators
rallied people together through
e-mails and phone calls to pressure
Wood-TV 8 to pull the program.
GVSU’s center will continue this
practice for Saturday’s airing.
“There is a direct connect
between
anti-gay
propaganda
and anti-gay hate violence,” said
LGBT Associate Director Collette
Beighley. “Hate violence went up
133 percent last year. It is not a safe
environment yet. We have to be
mindful of the type of climate we are
creating. This needs to be addressed
by articulate voices.”
Wood TV-8 General Manager
Diane Kniowski said although the
program’s subject is typical for the
channel, the program is paid for
and should be shown as per First
Amendment stipulations.
“The scheduling of the show
slipped
through
our
filters,”
Kniowski said. “We don’t pre
judge people’s ideas or opinions.
We have not heard if (the AFA)
has accepted the time period. If the
show airs, we will have disclaimers
at the beginning and end of the show
stating that these are not the opinions
or views of this station.”
Beighley heard of the program
only 24 hours before its airing and
immediately created a Facebook
group titled, “Tell Wood-TV 8 to
Stop the Hate.”
Overnight, the group gained
upwards of 300 members and began
the campaign to ask Wood TV-8 to
reconsider the programming choice.
Sophomore Amy Simpson was
one student who became involved
in the overnight campaign and said
programs such as these only serve to
promote hate.
“I watched the program and I
understand and encourage freedom
of speech, but the program borders
on hate speech,” Simpson said. “It
is a program filled with distortions
of fact and is presented as fact, as
almost a journalistic endeavor. This
propaganda encourages the attitude
that people who have differences
are worse and it encourages
homophobia.”
Michigan AFA President Gary
Glenn dismissed allegations the
program contains “hate speech.”
“Accusing someone who’s simply
defending traditional marriage of
‘hate’ is itself intolerant and hateful,"
Glenn said. “The video details the
threat that homosexual activists’

sustainability webcast at noon on Wednesday The webcast provided information about awareness of

See LGBT, A2

sustainability as well as applying sustainable programs at GVSU to other universities
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No ID
continued from page A1

a signature on the receipt.
Despite the sign claiming, “We
Check ID” on the cash register in
Fuel, the employee did not even
request an ID along with a credit
card.
Holly Welsh, an employee at
Einstein Bros. Bagels for the past

year and a half, said the purchases
are small enough that it does not
seem necessary to check ID.
“It doesn’t seem like you would
steal a credit card to buy a bagel,"
Welsh said.
She admitted if a manager
caught the employees ignoring the
policy, they could be written up.
After realizing she was under
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scrutiny, the employee at Fresh
Food Company expressed worry
she might get in trouble for not
requiring an ID along with a credit
card.
Chuck
Brown, operations
manager of Campus Dining, said
employees will be dealt with on a
case-by-case basis, usually solved
through coaching on the policy.

Employees do not seem too
concerned though, as a reporter
who borrowed her friend’s school
ID easily purchased meals across
campus.
The mismatched ID went
unnoticed at Fresh Food Company,
Kleiner Marketplace, Fuel and even
the Recreation Center, despite the
fact the reporter and the card owner

looked drastically different.
Amanda Westman, a Grand
Valley State University freshman,
said she has borrowed friends’ IDs
before.
Westman said she had no
problem using it, with the exception
of Kleiner Marketplace where one
employee made a point to compare
the picture to the card user.

Brown said the policy in place
is to check IDs as often as possible
to ensure the security of the
cardholders.
“This is an issue that we’ll
address,” Brown said in response
to the Lanthom investigation. ‘The
main point is to provide security for
the students.”
news@ lanthom t'om

Sustainability

qualities over time.”
Haas agreed sustainability
programs can be a great university
asset.
“This new knowledge of a green
economy is making its presence
known,” he said. “The new
economy really is characterized
by speed and building partnerships
and clean technology. We’re
equipping our students to leam new
sustainability skills and 1 think this
will help them.”
During the webcast, Haas
presented GVSU’s nationallyrecognized sustainability program
as a case study for other universities
and highlighted some of the benefits
and issues the university has
discovered while trying to create an
effective program.
One of the keys to successful
sustainability, Haas said, is student
involvement.
“We’re being pushed by our
students,” he said. “Currently, we

have 15 percent of our students
taking some sort of sustainability
course.”
Haas also cited GVSU’s annual
Sustainability Week, the creation of
an Environmental Studies minor
and new “green” chemistry courses
as some of the GVSU sustainability
initiative’s successes.
The webcast’s final presentation
was from Leith Sharp, the founding
director of Harvard University’s
Green Campus Initiative.
Sharp shared many of her
personal experiences overseeing
a
mass-scale
sustainability
transition and offered tips to other
universities.
She urged other board members
to view sustainability as a gradually
evolving process, not just a policy
change.
“Fostering a culture of trust is
absolutely essential,’’ Sharp said.
“Sustained innovation depends
upon the ability of people to trust
one another in the face of uncertainty

and risk to believe that they will be
supported in the process of learning
and discovery.”
Despite the cost and risk
involved, Sharp
found the
sustainability initiative ultimately
strengthened
and
stabilized
Harvard.
‘Typically people assume there
is an inherent human resistance to
change and perhaps that is why
we have taken so long to act,” she
said. “A more useful assessment
is that people have an aversion
to instability and are actually
invigorated by change.”
All four presenters agreed
sustainability should be an integral
part of higher education and board
members across the country need to
embrace sustainability initiatives.
“If we don’t lead, who will?’
Cortese said. “If higher education
doesn’t create the mindset for this,
then l do not think we will be able
to achieve a sustainable society.”
clane@ lanthom t om

LGBT

this type of speech because of its
ambiguity and inherent loopholes.
However, junior Galen Carter
said even if the program does not
legally constitute “hate speech” and
is protected by freedom of speech,
it should not be aired.
“It is a program that promotes a
negative view of a group,” Carter
said. “We wouldn’t air something
that was anti-African American,
anti-Hispanic. By allowing this
program we set a precedent for it to
be OK to spread lies and set and set
a precedent for more of the same .”
assistantrun\'s@ lanthorn jcom

continued from page A1
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well as future careers and also
encourages university cooperation
and social responsibility.
Sustainability plans can also
provide universities with many
economic benefits.
Kathleen Crum McKinney, the
chair of the Furman University
Board of Trustees, said after
implementing a sustainability plan,
Furman has seen benefits in long
term energy savings, additional
donor base, student and faculty
recruitment and branding of the
institution.
With the difficult economic
climate, she said sustainability
efforts have been invaluable to her
university.
“Colleges are founded to last
forever” McKinney said. “We
need to think more intentionally,
especially these days, about how to
sustain our educational and facility

m raw Hsu

continued from page A1

political agenda poses to religious
freedom and freedom of speech,
a threat proven every time
homosexual activists attempt to
demonize and censor anyone who
dares say, for example, that marriage
should remain only between a man
and a woman, despite that being
a mainstream belief shared by
overwhelming majorities.”
The First Amendment does not
protect “hate speech,” however,
there are difficulties in defining
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Mourning
continued from page A1

Ali Alyami, who took ELS
classes at the same time as
Almahmood, was eager to share
his memories.
Alyami talked about a time just
last week when he and Almahmood
hung out after class watching Snoop
Dogg videos.
He said the best part was to see
how Almahmood laughed at the
videos. He said the most important
thing for people to remember about
Almahmood is his smile.
Even Johanna Cevallos, who had
only one class with Almahmood,
remembered him for his sense of
humor.
Todd Patterson, director of the
ELS Center, said Almahmood
seemed to enjoy class.
“He was a good student, very

diligent,” Patterson said. “As a
person he was gregarious. He had
a positive outlook.”
Stoetzner, who was responsible
for Almahmood’s immigration
through the Padnos International
Center.agreed w ith these sentiments,
and added Almahmood’s best
quality was he put others first.
WalkerpolicefoundAlmahmood
in his Apple Ridge apartment early
Saturday afternoon.
They reported no sign of foul
play and are waiting for the autopsy
results to determine the cause of
death.
Almahmood is survived by his
parents, two brothers and a sister.
The Facebook group,“Memorial
Event for Zyad Almahmood (1984 2009),” has been created to provide
additional information for friends
and family of Almahmood.
news@ lanthom t om
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News in Brief

City commission to balance $4.5 million deficit
By Ellen Hensel
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Children, staff get involved
in Valentine's campaign
Come Valentine’s day,
every Michigan legislator will
be receiving a card and note
courtesy of the Grand Valley
State University Children’s
Enrichment Center in a
campaign aimed at encouraging
legislators to advocate for the
early childhtxxl education.
The Enrichment Center’s
Director
Sharalle Arnold
said she got the idea from a
conference and brought it back
to GVSU as a way to get the
whole community involved.
“So many times people
assume that you have to look
a certain way to do a certain
something,” Arnold said,
adding the children at the
center decorated the valentines.
“Anybody can be an advocate.
You might not have a letter
writing skills. It is not so
much about the content but the
number of contacts that will
send a strong message.”
Arnold has had people
from
Student
Services,
Career Services and various
community members sign
the letters that are included.
The valentines, which near
200 in total, are being sent out
Thursday to the legislators.

s 'V Grand Valley honored for
lO*!i
community service
GVSU has been named to
the 2008 FYesident’s Higher
Education Community Service
Ol ft
Honor Roll by the Corporation
for National and Community
Service.
The Honor Roll recognizes
colleges
and
universities
nationwide
that
support
innovative
and
effective
community service and servicelearning programs. The awards
were announced Monday
at the 91st annual meeting
of the American Council on
Education in Washington, D.C.
" ‘ I atinchet) “in 2()D6,'"'1hc
I /’• b Community Service Honor
'Roll is' the highest federal
recognition a school can achieve
for its service-learning and
V I civic engagement programs.
Faculty Senate forums to
address plagiarism
An ad hoc committee of the
Ir.-K
Faculty Senate will host open
- fr.y.
, < meetings in March to increase
awareness of the prevalence of
Jx;»
classroom dishonesty at GVSU,
and promote a commitment to
raising the level of academic
integrity.
Presentations at the March
19-20 meetings will include
research about the prevalence
of plagiarism and cheating at
GVSU and other universities.
The Web site, www.
gvsu.edu/academicintegrity,
provides resources regarding
GVSU’s academic policies
anti university surveys about
prevalence of cheating and
plagiarism.
The meetings, open to
f
students, faculty and staff
members, are scheduled for
March 19, at the DeVos Center
»
Building E Room 136, from 1
i
•
to 3 p.m., anti March 20 in the
:
Kirkhof Center Room 2263
:
from I to 3 p.m.
«
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Lanthorn Literary Edition to
give $100 for winters
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
is seeking submissions for its
Literary Edition, which will be
published March 9.
The five categories are:
1.
Art and Design
2.
Illustration
3.
Prietry
4.
Photography
5.
Prose/Short Story
The deadline is Feb. 20 at 5
p.m. and participants may enter
up to three submissions per
category.
One entry from each
category will win $100, so
long as there are at least three
separate
participants
per
category.
Not all submissions will
be published and l>anthom
employees are not eligible to
win.
However, a stafT section
will be offered.
Entries or questions may
be directed to Managing
Editor Jenny Whalen at
managingeditor® lanthorn.
com or (616) 331 -2893.

GVL Assistant News Editor

Using the opening words of
Charles Dickens’ “A Tale of Two
Cities,” Grand Rapids Mayor
George K. Heartwell painted a
contrasting picture in his annual
State of the City address on Jan.
17.
“It was the
best of times, it
was the worst
of times, it
was an age
of wisdom, it
was an age of
foolishness... it
was the spring
of hope, it was Haartwall
the winter of
despair, we had everything before
us, we had nothing before us ...”
Heartwell said, quoting the book’s
opening chapter.
Heartwell said this famous
phrase embodies the situation of
Grand Rapids; with a population of
almost 200XXX), and of which 8.8
percent are unemployed.

On the heels of the mayor’s
speech, the City Commission is
charged with the task of balancing
the budget during their bimonthly
meeting Tuesday.
However, they were presented
with gloomy budget prospects
during their 2009 retreat.
For this fiscal year, the city of
Grand Rapids’ General Operating
Fund will have to work with a
deficit of $4.5 million, according
to a recent presentation by the
city’s Chief Financial Officer Scott
Buhrer.
Buhrer’s analysis also projected
in 2010 the deficit will exceed $8
million and the full fury of the
economic downturn will arrive in
2011.
City budget analyst Greg
Mortensen said they are asking
each city department to cut their
budget by 5 percent to wipe out the
deficit for this year.
He said the main cuts will be
in the police and fire departments,
where they are beginning to
grandfather employees, meaning if
someone leaves due to retirement

or other reasons, they do not fili to leave the state they love to find
work to support their families.
that position.
“(The deficit) is unusual,” Grand Rapids has fared better than
Mortensen said. “We will be having the state as a whole. We know
a budget reviews next month, we that and we are thankful. We have
worked hard to
have
already
make it so.”
asked
our
Grand
departments to
“It feels like the worst
Rapids was in
take a good look
of this global decline
a similar budget
at all our costs
and the cuts will
has fallen on Michigan situation in 2006
when Heartwell
end up being in
.... Grand Rapids has
pledged during
personnel.”
fared better than the
his State of the
The deficit
City to pursue
comes from three
state as a whole.”
deep cuts in city
main
sources
expenses.
of revenue tax,
Since
property
GEORGE K. HEARTWELL
then, jobs and
state-shared
GRAND RAPIDS MAYOR
services were
and
revenue
cut, service fees
income tax were raised and labor concessions
remaining flat or declining.
Despite a dismal financial won.
situation and hardening economic
In a survey compiled by Brian
times, Heartwell remained upbeat Long,Grand Valley State University
director of Supply Management
in his speech.
“It feels like the worst of Research in the Seidman College
this global decline has fallen on of Business, it was found although
Michigan," Heartwell said. “Many the greater Grand Rapids’ economy
of our citizens have been forced is still down, it is not as sharp as in

months past.
While still bleak. Long said, the
figures are an improvement from
last month’s record lows.
Long estimated this recession
will minor that of the year 198182.
“All in all, it is a relief that we
did not sink below last month’s
record-low performance,” Long
said. “Furthermore, it was good to
find that at least a few companies
in our area had some new business
come through the door after the
first of the year.”
As the City Commission waits
to meet and decide what programs
and services will undoubtedly have
to be cut, Heartwell asked for the
commitment of the Grand Rapids
resident.
“There is hard work ahead”
Heartwell said. “No one can do it
but us. Now is the time to come
together, to roll up our sleeves
and to get to the serious work of
building our great American city
- one child, one tree, one job at a
time.”
assistantnews @ lanthorn £om

Allendale Firefighters receive $18,000 grant
Federal Emergency Management Agency grant funds imminent equipment needs of Allendale Fire Department
By Paul LeBlanc
GVL Staff Writer

The Allendale Fire Department received an $18000 grant
from the Federal Emergency Management Agency Tuesday
to assist the department in buying a new sprinkler and a new
fire extinguisher.
The grant comes after the department received $140XXX)
from FEMA earlier this year. That money was directed at
purchasing new, self-contained breathing apparatuses as well
as the installation of a new generator light tower.
Allendale Interim Fire Chief Mike Keefe said the grants
help the department to buy costly pieces of equipment without
passing the burden of paying for it on to residents.
“We are always looking for grants,” Keefe said. “They are
a way to get things without tax payers having to pay for it.”
Despite the new grants, the Fire Department is still looking
to build a new facility.
According to a report written by former Allendale Fire
Chief Fred Langeland in 2007, the current department
building is too small and does not meet requirements set by
the federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
Langeland further noted the building is not big enough for
training exercises and has just one restroom facility, despite
the fact the department has two female firefighters on staff.
Keefe called finding a new building for the Fire Department
something that would occur “down the road.”
“The ways things are right now, it would be hard to present
that (concern) to the community,” Keefe said.
Keefe added possibly finding alternative ways to fund the
construction of a new building.
In his 2007 report, Langeland noted a need for hiring
additional firefighters. At the time the report was written.only
25 of 31 positions were filled.
Keefe noted as of the current time. 29 positions are filled,
with eight members in training.
“The only reason we were short (in 2007) was that we had
people leave,” Keefe said. “It takes two years for fire training
— almost more than that, if you consider gaining knowledge
and understanding how things go.”
Allendale Township Board Supervisor Jerry Alkema said
the Fire Department is currently being assessed for future
funding needs.
“We are looking at what the Fire Department needs in five,
10 years," Alkema said. “That way, we can start budgeting for
the future.”
Fire Chief Langeland retired in October 2007 after 40
years of working for the Allendale Fire Department, with 25

of those years spent as chief.
In an article published in The Grand Rapids Press shortly
before his retirement, Langeland criticized Allendale board
members for being out of touch with the concerns of the Fire
Department.
“They don’t know. And from past experience, they don’t
ask either," Langeland said in the article.
Keefe did not necessarily agree with Langeland’s
sentiment.
“(The board members) don’t probably (understand
concerns) off the street, but once we sit them down and
present information to them in a way they can understand,
everything turns out for the better,” Keefe said.

GVl / Carol Dalrymple

Rescue transportation: An Allendale Fire Department vehicle is

pleblanc@lanthorn t om

parked in the station as the firefighters are away on call.

GVl / Carol Dalrymple

Firefighter apparel: Allendale firefighters' uniforms hang in the Allendale fire station. The Allendale Fire Department recently received an
$18,000 grant for a new sprinkler and fire extinguisher. The department is looking toward building a new station in the future.

Ghanaian immigrant addresses troubles in U.S. race relations
throughout Quartey’s childhood.
The family eventually landed
in Washington. D.C. for several
What makes the U JS. the greatest years before returning once more
country on earth?
to Ghana.
In the opinion of Dr. Kojo
After graduating high school,
Quartey, dean of the Davenport Quartey returned to the U.S. to
School of Business in Grand attend Morgan State University
Rapids, it is the enormous diversity in Baltimore and then Mississippi
present in this country.
State University for his graduate
“We bring together all of these degree.
minds from all different cultures,"
Quartey spoke of the current
Quartey said. ‘ ’The U 5. is a synergy state of race relations in the U.S.
of cultures."
and how he had come to experience
Quartey spoke to Grand Valley the racial divisions present in the
State University graduates students
country.
on
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H
e
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an
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where
a
the subject of his
professor
of
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experiences as an
questioned
African immigrant
his academicliving in the U.S.
honesty due to
KOJO
QUARTEY
Quartey was
his race.
DAVENPORT SCHOOL OF
bom in Ghana, a
Despite
BUSINESS DEAN
relatively small
these
nation located in
experiences.
western Africa.
Quartey
His father was a government remained optimistic about the state
diplomat, which meant his family of racial relations in the U S.
moved to a variety of locations
Quartey noted his experiences at
By Paul LeBlanc
GVl. Staff Writer

Mississippi State would have been
much different prior to integration
30 years earlier, which showed
how much progress the country has
made.
“Thirty years earlier, George
Wallace stood outside the doors
of schools in Arkansas,” Quartey
said. “I had the same opportunities
as everyone else. I did not fear for
my life."
Quartey called for having a
“candid conversation” between
all of the country’s various racial
groups to make further progress.
He also noted the need to
recognize the barriers to progress.
“Some would like to pretend
that racism is dead and gone,”
Quartey said. “We need to realize
it is alive and well. We need to sit
down - Whites. Blacks, Hispanics
and so on - and discuss all of our
problems. Until this is done, we
will not make as much progress as
we can.”
Quartey also emphasized the
value of the opportunity afforded
to all Americans to make whatever
they want of themselves.
“Here in this country, anyone
can be anything,” Quartey said.
“All you have to do is work hard.”
Quartey called education the
key to success and voiced his

Courtesy Photo / Lori Niedenfuer Cool

Race relations: Dr Kojo Quartey, dean of the Business School at Davenport
University, speaks to a kindergarten class during a previous presentation

belief it is a tool that should be
used to “transcend" unfortunate
circumstances.
Hakim, who invited Quartey
to speak to his class, praised him
as an example of someone who
demonstrates what hard work can
achieve.
“He epitomizes the diligence
that is needed to succeed.” Hakim

said. “He shows that if immigrants
can struggle (and succeed), then
Americans can as well.”
Hakim said he regularly brings
in guest speakers to supplement
his curriculum with a societal
perspective, a practice he calls “the
societal curriculum.”
plehlanc@ lantht>m t'om
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Italians race to act in right-to-die case
By Alessandra Rizzo
Associated Press Writer

Clawson celebrates, practices
Random Acts of Kindness Week

CLAWSON, Mich. (AP) Clawson is trying to live up to its
motto as “the small city with the
big heart .”
The Detroit suburb is
celebrating Random Acts of
Kindness week with free haircuts
for kids, hearing tests for seniors
and clothing drives.
The Daily Tribune of Royal
Oak reports even the police are
getting into the spirit, giving
away gift certificates from local
businesses to good drivers and
others.
Mayor Penny Luebs says the
goal is to make kindness a way
of life.
This is the second year the
city has participated in World
Random Acts of Kindness Week.
The celebration runs through
Sunday.
More than a ton of frozen
chicken parts dumped in Detroit

DETROIT
(AP)
Authorities are trying to
determine who dumped more
than a ton of frozen chicken
outside an old auto factory in
Detroit.
The Detroit News reports
at least 30 boxes containing
the more than 2j000 pounds
of sealed chicken breasts were
found Sunday afternoon at the
former Fisher Body plant on the
city’s southwest side.
Public works and city health
officials are to begin removing
the poultry Monday.
The city’s Department of
Health and Wellness Promotion
is expected to use packaging
and box labels to determine the
source of the chicken.
Charges could include illegal
dumping.
Michigan’s Department of
Agriculture also will investigate
the dumping.

ROME (AP) —
Italian
senators raced Monday to discuss
a bill designed to keep a woman
in vegetative state from having
her feeding tube disconnected, the
latest twist in a right-to-die case
that has consumed Italy.
The bill aimed at keeping
Eluana Englaro alive is expected to
win quick approval. It is supported
by Premier Silvio Berlusconi,
whose conservative forces have
solid majority in Parliament.
Englaro, 38, has been in a
vegetative state since she was in
a car accident 17 years ago. Her
doctors have said her condition
is irreversible. Late last year, her
father won a decade-long court
battle to allow her feeding tubes
to be removed, saying that was
her wish.
In line with the high court
ruling, medical workers on Friday
began gradually suspending food
and water for Englaro. Citing
privacy rules, they have not given
updates on the procedure.
But
Italy’s
center-right
government, backed by the
Vatican, has been pressing to keep
her alive, racing against time to
pass legislation prohibiting food
and water from being suspended

for patients who depend on them.
Senators
in
the
health
commission started debating the
bill Monday, and the legislation is
expected to reach the Senate floor
later in the day. The final Senate
vote is scheduled for Tuesday,
despite amendments that some
center-left opposition lawmakers
have promised to present. The
lower house is expected to approve
the bill shortly after that.
Alessandro Pace,constitutional
law professor at Rome University,
said the law could not be applied
to Englaro because of previous
court rulings. But he said the law
could affect future right-to-die
cases.
Health Minister Maurizio
Sacconi, however, has said the text
of the law might undergo changes
to make sure it can be applied to
Englaro.
Her case has stirred strong
emotions on both sides of the
right-to-d ie debate. Protesters have
been staging daily demonstrations
in front of the medical facility in
Udine, in northeastern Italy, where
Englaro is being cared for.
Italy does not allow euthanasia
but patients have a right to refuse
treatment.
Berlusconi has said stopping
feeding Englaro is tantamount
to the “killing of a human being

who is still alive” and claimed that
Englaro could in theory even bear
a child.
His government passed an
emergency decree Friday to
prevent Englaro from having her
tube disconnected. But the move
led to a rare institutional crisis as
the country’s president, Giorgio

ROCHESTER HILLS.Mich.
(AP) — A couple is accused of
taking more than $1.5 million
from Auburn Hills-based Palace
sports 4k Entertainment Inc.
'The Detroit News and
Detroit Free Press report that
Erik and Amy McDonald face
embezzlement of $100j000
or more and other charges in
Rochester Hills District Court.
A preliminary examination is
scheduled for Monday.
Amy McDonald had worked
as an accountant for Palace
Sports:
Police say a Palace credit
card was used to buy electronics
and other items found in the
couple’s Waterford Township
home, about 25 miles northwest
of Detroit
Hie Ass<iciated Press has left
messages seek ing comment from
the Me Donalds’ attorneys.

By Chi-Chi-Zhang
Associated Press Writer

BEIJING (AP) - A new
44-story
luxury
hotel
in
downtown Beijing was engulfed

AP Photo / Franco Debernardi

clinic entrance, in Udine, northern Italy, Sunday Eluana Englaro, a woman at the center of a right-to-die debate in Italy was
transferred to this clinic Feb 3, where she is to be allowed to die after 17 years in a vegetative state. Groups of protesters, both
for and against keeping Eluana Englaro alive, held demonstrations across the country.

in flames Monday after being
showered with sparks from
fireworks set off during China’s
biggest holiday.
There were no reports of

deaths or injuries.
The Rem Koolhaas-designed
Mandarin Oriental hotel, still
under construction, caught fire
sometime before 9 p.m. (1300

AP Photo / Andy Wong

Celebratory disaster: Fire engines race to reach the scene as an unfinished Beijing hotel catches fire amid a holiday fireworks
bonanza in Beijing, China, Monday. The Mandarin Oriental hotel caught fire sometime before 9 p.m. (1300 GMT) on Monday night
as the skies of the Chinese capital were filled with fireworks celebrating the lantern festival. The hotel, due to open this year, lies
just north of Chinese Central Television's striking new headquarters building, also nearing the end of construction.

GMT) as the skies above the but waives the rules each year
Chinese capital were filled with during the Lunar New Year
fireworks — part of celebrations holiday. Monday, the final day of
of the lantern festival that follows the exemption period, marked the
the Lunar New Year.
first full moon since the Lunar
The shooting flames sent off New Year, and massive fireworks
huge plumes of black smoke barrages exploded in open spaces
and showered the ground with throughout the city.
embers. At least seven fire crews
The hotel, which had been
were on the scene, and police due to open this year, is next to
held back crowds
China Central
of onlookers and
Television’s
“Smoke came out
closed a nearby
landmark
elevated highway
Z-shaped
for a little while, but
to ensure safety.
headquarters,
then it just started
One onlooker,
a
major
.^i Jian, said he
it-, burning.”
saw smoke rise
for
project
from the hotel’s
the bity. The
LI JIAN
roof shortly after
television
BEIJING ONLOOKER
a huge burst
headquarters
of
fireworks
was
, not
showered it with sparks, though it burning. The Mandarin Oriental
was not clear if the sparks started was expected to be one of
the fire.
Beijing’s most luxurious hotels;,
“Smoke came out for a little with 241 guest rooms.
while, but then it just started
Both buildings were designed
burning,” Li said.
by Netherlands architects Rem
People answering the phone Koolhaas and Ole Scheeren for
at the Beijing fire department the firm OMA. Both were nearing
confirmed the fire but said they the end of construction.
were unable to release any
The fire had destroyed years
details.
of hard work, said Erik Amir, a
Crews had largely exinguished senior architect at OMA, who *
the larger flames about three hours rushed to the site.
after the fire began, although
“I think it’s really sad that this
hotspots continued to flicker.
building is destroyed before it
Beijing usually tightly restricts can be opened to the public,” he
the use of fireworks downtown, said.

Trial begins for Mississippi
mayor who destroyed duplex
Associated Press Writer

JACKSON, Miss. (AP) - The
mayor of Mississippi’s largest city
led a “rampage ofdestruction” when
he directed a group of young men
to use sticks and sledgehammers
to destroy a duplex he considered
a crack house, a prosecutor said
Monday.
Jackson Mayor Frank Melton is
on trial in federal court for violating
the civil rights of the duplex’s
owner and tenant in 2006.
“This case is about government
officials who took a sledgehammer
to the Constitution just as surely
as they took it to Bubba’s house,”
federal prosecutor Patricia Sumner
said during opening arguments,
referring to Evans Welch, who
lived in the duplex.
Melton, who has already been

GM Vice Chairman Lutz to retire
at end of 2009

DETROIT (AP) - General
Motors Corp said Monday its
product development chief, Bob
Lutz, will retire at the end of this
year. * ■ ■'- * *A
laitz will be replaced by
Thomas Stephens, who now
is executive vice president of
global powertrain and quality

passed a bill toallow a federal court
to review the Florida woman’s
case, and then-President Geoige
W. Bush returned from his Texas
ranch to sign the bill into law. A
federal judge refused to order the
tube reinserted, a decision upheld
by a federal appeals court and the ,
Supreme Court.

Fire rages at Beijing hotel after fireworks

By Holbrook Mohr
Couple due in court on
embezzlement charges

Napolitano, rejected it on the
grounds it defied court rulings.
The Englaro case has drawn
comparisons with that of Terri
Schiavo, the American woman
who died in 2005 after an fierce
right-to-die debate.
Schiavo’s feeding tube was
removed in March 2005. Congress

Life state: Waters and candles are seen in front of a photo of Eluana at the entrance of the "La Quiete" (The Stilness)

Man dies after wife succumbs in
freezing weatfrer

BERLlbl TOWNSHIP, Mich.
(AP) — A 74-year-old man has
died less than three weeks after
his wife died after they spent the
night outside in frigid weather
near their western Michigan
home.
Friends tell The Grand
Rapids Ptess that 74-year-old
Roger Benedict died Saturday
at Spectrum Health Blodgett
hospital in Grand Rapids.
Benedict’s 85-year-old wife
Karoline was dead when a
relative found the couple Jan.
20 outside their home about
25 miles east of Grand Rapids.
Roger Benedict survived after
suffering severe frostbite and
hypothermia.
Ionia
County
sheriff’s
officials say the couple’s vehicle
ran pff their snowy driveway.
Both fell and lay there overnight
in temperatures that dropped as
low as 2 degrees.
The Rev., David Flagel,
who married the couple, says
Benedict was heartbroken over
his wife’s death.
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Trouble: Jackson, Miss Mayor Frank
Melton walks toward federal court.

acquitted on state charges in the
same incident, claims he was just
keeping a campaign promise to root
out crime in Mississippi’s largest
city. He does not deny damaging
the home in August 2006.
He and former bodyguard
Michael Recio face three felony
charges and a maximum 25-year
sentence. They have pleaded not
guilty.
Melton’s
attorney,
John
Reeves, decided to withhold his
opening arguments until after the
government rests its case.
Recio’s
attorney,
Cynthia
Stewart, toldjurorsthegovemment’s
case is built on the lies of Marcus
Wright, another former bodyguard
who took a plea deal and turned on
the others.
“He’s lied and he’s lied and he’s
lied,” Stewart said.
Stewart said Wright is the
one who entered the home in a
threatening manner but now he
is afraid of prison and will say
anything to save himself.
She also said the home’s tenant
needed help and told Melton to
“tear the house down” because he
was being victimized.
Melton has argued in court
papers that drug dealers were
bullying the tenant and using the
site for drug distribution
The defense has also said
Wright entered a plea after federal
prosecutors threatened him with
more charges.

AP Photo / Julie Jacobson

Civil first: Bronx resident Claudette Colvin talks about segregation laws in the '50s while having her photo taken, Feb 5, in
New York More than 50 years after her refusal to surrender her bus seat to a white woman set the stage for a similar act of
defiance by Rosa Parks, Colvin is finally getting her due as a civil rights pioneer

Teens bus defiance set stage for Parks
By Jerry Harkavy
Associated Press Writer

PORTLAND, Maine (AP)
— More than 50 years after her
refusal to surrender her bus seat
to a white woman set the stage
for Rosa Parks, Claudette Colvin
is finally getting her due as a civil
rights pioneer.
On March 2,1955,the 15-yearold schoolgirl from Montgomery,
Ala., was dragged off the bus by
police, handcuffed and jailed.
But her bold act drew little
support from classmates — many
of whom shunned her — or from
the city’s black leadership.
She went to court the
following year as a plaintiff in
a landmark lawsuit that struck
down the legal underpinnings for
segregated buses in the Jim Crow

South and ended the bus boycott conduct and assault, black leaders
that kick-started the civil rights met with police to try to resolve
movement.
the case. Among those present
But even then she won scant was the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther
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Dining disappointment
|

A recent Lanthorn investigation proves
identity theft is possible at Grand Valley
State University’s Campus Dining facilities as
workers fail to follow policy and check IDs.
We’ve all been there. Leaving a driver’s license at home or forgetting
a student ID on a dorm room desk are common occurrences in a college
student’s life. But is that really an excuse?
This week, the Lanthorn conducted an investigation that tested the
Campus Dining facilities. Reporters used other students’ ID cards to
purchase meals on dining plans, and some even used a credit card without
being asked for a photo ID.
There are times when a student may lose his or her wallet, and it’s scary
to think campus facilities are not protecting students from identity theft.
All but one Campus Dining facility asked for an ID or verified the
student’s identification on the card, all the while violating policies set in
place for a reason.
Campus Dining may have done everything in its power to ensure
employees are aware of policy, but when signs on each register read “We
Check ID” are nothing more than a decoration, the students at GVSU
should begin to worry.
Employees who are caught breaking policy should be reprimanded or
even dismissed from their position, and Campus Dining needs to guarantee
policies are being carried out.
Purchasing a bagel with someone else’s meal plan may not seem like a
big deal, but we all know in the broke life of a college student, 99 cents can
really add up.
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YOUR INSIGHTS

What do you think of Valentine's Day?

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR-----------------------------------After showing my ticket/student ID
and wearing the assigned red wristband
for my younger-than-21-year-old status
at this year’s Presidents’ Ball, it became
apparent that Grand Valley (State
University) and their hired security
presence took an active stance against
underage drinking. From what I saw,
everyone seemed to be respectfully and
responsibly enjoying themselves — a
beer in their hand or not. After leaving
the dance, my date for the evening and I
took the shuttle bus back to campus.
Upon pulling up alongside Kirkhof,
we might as well have been rock stars;
a colossal-sized student crowd roared
and ran with the bus as it pulled in. Now,
I’m pro-student spirit as much as anyone
else; however, their “enthusiasm” was
rather inebriation.
The bus driver opened up the doors,
and within an instant, a decently-sized,
not-so-sober mass was packing in around
us. Luckily, one “friendly” fellow —
with alcohol-laden breath to match
— saw our situation and yelled down
the steps in an effort to clear a path for
us. As we proceeded off the bus, some
tried to “encourage” us to proceed faster,
putting their hands on our backs as we
passed through. This was moderately
uncomfortable, as neither my friend nor I
are too fond of being in physical contact
with non-sober strangers.
That’s as juicy as the story gets;

however, after glancing at the bus driver
once safely off the bus, the animated
behavior of the excited crowd generated
quite a memorable facial expression.
That said, I’m sure a good chunk of
the passengers were completely sober,
perhaps just a bit overzealous.
For those under the influence
coming on that bus, hopefully nothing
adverse happened. Hopefully you
didn’t look completely buzzed over.
Hopefully you were in control of your
vernacular. Hopefully you didn’t fracture
any friendships or look like a moron
inadvertently trying to do so. Hopefully,
too, you didn’t get yourself into any
irreversible legal problems. It is said that
time heals all wounds — but maybe your
buddy’s Facebook page has one or more
of the above, for all to see, indefinitely.
Look, I’m not saying don’t have
fun out there. Just use your brain and
common sense. How much is your
reputation and appearance worth?
It might not matter now, but, for
example, what if that costs you a job, a
career that you’ve been working towards.
Leave your buddies Jack, Jim and
Jose in the cabinet. Though I enjoyed
my “Roman Triumph” experience, I
sincerely hope yours was not a royal
failure.
Michael Finn
GVSU sophomore
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____ Valley Vote____
Should students have the option to sit
on stability balls during class?

Yes:

61.54%

No:

"I do stuff for
Valentine's Day but I
think it's very overrated.
I enjoy it for the most
part, but I have to work
Valentine's night so I
won't be doing anything
this year."

Vote online at

Is Barack Obama's economic bailout
plan going to work?
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page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
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"I have a really bad
opinion on it. I think
it's a fake holiday;
it's kind of made up.
I think it's a stupid
day to celebrate your
loved one. You should
pick days that are
special to your actual
relationship rather than
just a holiday made by
Hallmark."

"I'm not sure what I
think about Valentine's
Day. I mean, I'm single
so ... I look at all my
friends who are doing
other things like dinner.
It's pretty nice if you're
in a relationship. It
gives you an extra day
to spend with your
significant other."

"I think it's a good
holiday; something that
you might get into if
you have a date. If not,
it's still a good day for
couples to celebrate
and have a good time,
go out to dinner, see a
movie, stuff like that."

Dan Fisher

Tiffany Ash

Danielle Dunn

Josh Gesselman

Marcel Jackson

Senior

Sophomore

Sophomore

Junior

Communications
Holland, Mich.

Nursing
Zeeland, Mich.

Hospitality
Owosso, Mich.

Nursing
Stanton, Mich.

Junior
Criminal Justice
Lansing, MicK.............

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR CONT. —
In Nicole Avery’s
editorial published in
the Monday issue of the
Lanthorn, she talks about
the preachers who will soon
be coming to campus and
suggests that, instead of
listening to them and being
hurt by their words, we
simply walk by and ignore
them. That is an excellent
idea, but I’d like to suggest

an alternative; Listen to the
Christians there.
I’m not referring to
the “super-ultra devote
Christians” that are
preaching. I’m talking
about the students who are
confronting the preachers on
how they carry themselves.
As a Christian, this past
fall I was quite disturbed
to hear what some people

were saying “in the name of
Christ.” Without appearing
preachy, let me say they
weren’t preaching in the
name of the Christ I serve,
nor that of any others. I was
filled with joy though at the
site of many, many students
challenging the preachers.
That is the proper method.
So, come springtime,
feel free to simply walk

On behalf of Student
Senate I would like to thank
you for making FYesidents’
Ball such a successful
evening. With a record
amount of tickets sold for the
dinner and dance, we were
able to host the largest event
outside of a football game.
Not only did the night
celebrate our students and
our university, we were also
able to honor distinguished
individuals for their
contributions to Grand Valley
State University. We could not

thank you enough as without
you this event would not be a
triumph!
Due to the increase in
attendance. Student Senate in
conjunction with the Office
of Student Life, provided
increased security to alleviate
past problems and concerns.
With this increase in security,
some students experienced
long lines and frustration
when trying to enter the
ballroom.
To address a specific issue
that some are concerned

about, a gun was found by
security at the entrance but the
issue was resolved promptly.
The carrier of the gun did
posses a concealed weapons
permit and was asked to
leave the event. University
policy does not allow for any
type of firearm at universitysanctioned events.
This situation, along with
alcohol related problems,
may have caused students the
inability to enter in a timely
manner and may have caused
others to be turned away.

by and ignore if you wish,
but I challenge students to
stop and listen to what your
fellow students are saying to
these preachers. And to my
fellow Christian students, I
challenge you to show the
rest of the student body the
true message of Christ.
Joel Tooke
GVSU junior
For this, we truly apologize.
Although Presidents’ Ball
2009 was a great success, no
event goes without its flaws.
Each year, we encourage
feedback from students on the
event.
We take great strides in
improving events to satisfy
the students’ needs. With that
said, please feel free to e-mail
us at senates@gvsu.edu.
Autumn Trombka
Student Body FYesident

GVL STUDENT OPINION ------------------------------------------------

Get out of Michigan while you can

38.46%

This week s question:

The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
I .anthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley l .anthorn
The Grand Valley Lanthorn welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters must include the author's name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person
Letters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
Ijetters appear as space permits each

"That's a tough one. I
think it's funny. I think
it's just a good reason
to get drunk. My girl
will be in Missouri. She's
gone, but that's fine."

Gov. Jennifer Gran holm
wants you to stay in Michigan.
At least this is what she
was getting at in her State of
the State Address. If you didn’t
watch it, which I suspect most
people didn’t, don’t worry. The
Lanthorn covered some of the
issues Granholm brought up in
her speech on Feb. 3.
In my opinion, her speech
convinced college students
across the state one thing.
We have to leave Michigan.
Granholm said she wasn’t
going to sugar coat the
situation, but in a sense, she
did. She mentioned things
were going to get worse before
they got better, but she stressed
things would eventually get
better. However, for college
students everywhere, I have
to say we didn’t spend this

whole time cramming for our
tests and working at those
internships to be told things are
going to get worse. We have
to face facts that the only way
up, is out.
From a “greater good"
perspective, college students
should stay in Michigan and
keep it alive and well for the
next generation. Technically,
if we all left, Michigan would
probably cease to exist.
However, I am not buying
it. Personally, I need to make
sure I am going to be OK
financially before I even
start to consider die greater
good. How great would it
really be if we all stayed here
and were underemployed or
unemployed?
There aren 't going to be
any jobs in Michigan for a
lot of as, at least not any time
soon. I need to move out of
state to get a job even close
to what I just spent four years
studying. I didn't invest in a
college education to work at
an Old Navy as an assistant

supervisor.
I’m not saying there won’t
be any jobs for anyone, I’m
just saying for the jobs that
are here, there is going to be a
lot of competition. You aren’t
just competing against other
college students. These days
you are competing with Billy,
Billy’s older sister, Billy’s
parents and even Billy’s
grandparents for the same job.
Granholm also mentioned
jobs in die film and the
renewable energy industry in
her address. I know renewable
energy such as wind power
and solar power account for a
very small amount of the total
energy we use, way below
petroleum, natural gas and
coal, and this is not going to
change for some time.
Also, these two industries
are not exactly cost effective,
especially now when gas
prices are so low. Therefore,
even though they are growing,
I’m not exactly sure if we can
rely on the renewable energy
industry to carry as out of this

recession.
As for the film indastry,
we are not exactly getting the
best movies either. Anyone
remember the movie “SemiPro"?

But I digress.
If you still have time,
you should start wondering
how you can get ahead of
your competition before you
complete your degree.
If you are out of here in
April, good luck. You are
going up against young and
old, experienced and welleducated people, maybe even
your parents, for the same
job. Talk about an awkward
dinner table conversation. For
what it’s worth, if you want
my advice, if you can and are
willing ... leave.
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Give it away on Valentine’s Day:
Fair Trade Valentine’s Day Packages
from noon to 4 p.m. in the Kirkhof
Center Lobby
GVSU Men’s Rugby Date Auction
from 6 to 9 p.m. in the Kirkhof
Center Room 215/216

•

•

Free Ballroom Dance 0924 Dance
Workshop from 4 to 7 p.m. at the
Fieldhouse Dance Studio
Valentine’s Day LOVE Party from 7
to 9:30 p.m. at the Alumni House Ice
Skating at Rosa Parks Circle from
noon to 10 p.m. Admission is $1.
**Don’t forget the Rapid Weekend
Connector (Route 50) runs until 2
a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays.

See more: Go to
"Your Insights" on A5
See more: Visit Lanthorn.com
for Notes from Abroad.

In the kitchen with student Casanovas
i For the more experienced romantic
L (Less than $25)

For fijjt"time chefs
aienunes Day dinne
$1 39 iB
$125 Pucci or Fiewchmann’s Margarine
$1 Dole id Mg Salad
$1.25 Wishl me Salad Dressing or Ute Accent
$4(?9 Rotisserie* ’’'eken
\
$1.12 Pasta Rom or RaJk-A-Rotli
$ I -2 Green Oiaut Valley
sh Steamers or frthesr fave ii veg^H^
that can he steamed tedie bag
$2.46 Betty Crocker W.im^Delights Nf mis CJjt Mix
$1.99 Strawberries
$250T. Mar?etti Chocolate or^Wain Cheese Fruit D

Recipes compiled by GVL Managing Editor Jenny

('hicken Partnigiana and Spaghetti
2 boneless, signless chicken breast halves (fresh or thawed)
‘eg* beaten T
1/2 ct%> Italian; le bread crumbs
1 X cup olive a
2 jars tomato *
! 2 , jKp grated
I cap (4 ouifl Mozzarella cheese, shredded
I box thin M^hctti noodles
Sflarge < upKchopped
* laige tip<r garlic, minced, or garlic powder
Salt .u^Kpjx-i to taste
1 i nSat i wen to 400 degrees Fahrenheit.
2 )®fchicken into egg and then into bread crumbs, coating.
3 I ft medium skillet, heat olive oil. Cook chicken in oil until
done aifll well browned on both sides.
4.jftl six cups water. Cook spaghetti until tender
s fthili* noodles cook, saute chopped onions and garlic in olive
oil. Add one jar tomato sauce and fold in a half cup Mozzarella cheese
Leave in pan to thicken. Add noodles once cooked.
6. Pour second jar of tomato sauce into an 1 l-by-7 inch baking

dish. Place chicken on sauce and top wmi Parmesan and Mozzarella
cheese.
7. Bake for 15 minutes or until cheese is melted and browruA
$1.99 per pound Meijer Boneless Skinless Chicken Breasts
$3.49 Kraft Original Grated Parmesan Cheese. 8<jttnces
$3 Meijer Shredded Cheese
J
$1.50 Dei Fratelli All- Purpose Tomato Sauce. 28 OtllKC^ft
$3 Meijer Extra Virgin Olive Oil — Pack 6f 12 (8-5(Ugpfr
$2 Meijer Eggs
$225 Progresso Bread (mmbs — Italian
$ 1.20 Meijer Thin Spaghetti
88 cents per pound red. white or swee^jjflnrK
60 cents clove garlic

Sweeten the night
Red Velvet Ixtver’s ( akdfP
$1 Betty Crocker Cake Mix and Frosting
$3.79 Meijer Vegetable Oil
After baking the cake, use a folded sheet of 85-by-II paper, draw
a heart half. Unfold the paper and cut out the full heart shape. Using a
sharp knife, cut the cooled cake into two small hearts and frost.
Total: $24.70

•♦

/

• * ♦♦

SPORTS

Matt Kuzawa, Sports Editor
sports@lanthorn.com
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Sports in Brief
Dale Earnhardt Jr/s car to
park at 'Snowcoming'
This Saturday, at the men'sandwomen's
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The track to a championship: Sprinters
One of the main events that make the track, field sport, this is the fourth part in a series of weekly
stories that will examine the numerous aspects of track, field.
Next Week: Throwers

dentine's Day basketball games, Grand
toHey State University's 'Snowcoming: It's
a Whiteout!" event will host NASCAR driver
□ale Earnhardt Jl's No. 88 car.
The School of Communication's CAP
305 Sports Promotions class will put on
"Snowcoming: It's a Whiteout!" Earnhardt's
newty-painted

car,

sponsored

by

the

National Guard's Mobile Event Team, will

be located in the arena. Spectators have
the opportunity to get their picture taken
with the car, with the picture then being
e-mailed to them, free of charge
Tickets can be purchased in advance or
at the door. Adult tickets are $7 and senior
citizens/children are $5. As always, GVSU
students may pick up a ticket free with a
valid student ID. The women's game will
begin at 1 p.m. with the men tipping off
at 3 p.m.
"Snowcoming:

It's

a

Whiteout!"

incorporates other m-game activities run by
students including free white T-shirts while
supplies last, and students can also bring a
guest for free Both basketball games will
be televised across the state of Michigan
on Comcast 900 and Charter Main Street
Channel.

Berezik pleads guilty to
two charges in court
GVSU football running back Jimmy
Berezik plead guilty to two charges in
a Grand Haven, Mich, courtroom on
Monday.
Berezik plead guilty to a felony count
of resisting and opposing an officer and a
misdemeanor charge of being a minor in
possession of alcohol.
The sophomore running back was
arrested at a party just off campus after
he attempted to flee and was tackled by
police on Nov. 22, 2008. The arrest came
on the same day he set an NCAA Division II
playoff rushing record of 207 yards in a win
against Ashland University.
Berezik was suspended

indefinitely

from the team following the incident, but
has since been reinstated with conditions
to the team and is also participating in
•offseason team workouts.
,
He faces up to two years in prison at
his March 23 sentencing; however, Berezik
could receive only probation if he completes
a drug and alcohol counseling program, as
well as community service. The charges
could be expunged from his record as well.

By Grant Wieman
GVL Staff Writer

When the Grand Valley State
University sprinters use the phrase,
“give 110 percent,” it is more than
just a tired sports cliche.
About two weeks before a
championship meet. Laker sprinters
and hurdlers use assistance training
— a drill in which assistant sprint
coach Ray Williams pulls the
athlete, attached to a harness, rope
and pulley - to increase acceleration
and get the sprinter used to moving
at faster speeds,
“In the old days we’d tie a rope
to a baton and attach the other end
to the back of a station wagon,”
Williams said.
The training then advanced to
the coach holding onto the end of a
rubber tube and pulling the sprinter
behind them, which later became a
bungee cord.
“The advantage of the pulley
system compared to the bungee is,
she’s getting a 10 percent grade,
for 110 percent response, and I’m
only giving a 40 percent effort,”
Williams said. “In the old system
she was getting the same but I was
using 100 percent effort.”
The grade, Williams said, is
similar to running down a hill.
Serena
Black, a
freshman
GVl / Andrew Mills
sprinter, said the training helps her Competitive practice: (left to right) GVSU runners Rebecca Winchester and Susie Rivard warm up along with the assistant coach's son, Zac
Zemba The Laker track and field team will compete this weekend with more than 1,000 other athletes in the Big Meet at the Laker Turf Building.
feel in control at higher speeds than
she is used to.
“I’m able to be fast but also said, is very precise and takes
work on my form,” Black said after experience.
“The key is rhythm,” he said.
participating in the training for the
“Clap-clap, clap-clap. You can hear
first time. “It was a good feeling.”
Danielle Fonseca, a junior the difference.”
After
the
hurdler, said the
freshman
went
training
helps
“We do the resistance,
over the hurdles
cumulatively.
tentatively and out
“I think it makes
then get that off, and
of rhythm, more
a difference over
we do the assistance,
Raynglish came.
time, it’s not just
we get that off, and
“Pick ‘em up,
an •
‘-"immediate
put ‘em down,” he
reaction,” Fonseca
then we win national
said. “How do you
said. “I think most
championships. Let's
minimize
flight
things in track are
time? Pick ‘em up,
just say conference
that way.”
put ‘em down.”
Williams speaks
championships.”
Flight time is
to the sprinters
when the hurdler
and
hurdlers in
is jumping to clear
“Raynglish,”
RAY WILLIAMS
the hurdle.
phrases he uses so
GVSU ASSISTANT COACH
“That’s
the
often they become
difference between
ingrained into their
the All-American
minds. While the
GVl Archive / Kaitlyn Irwin
conference level,” Soaring stance: A GVSU hurdler leaps toward the finish during a past GVSU track meet
official difference between a sprint leveland the
and a run in track is the term dash, Williams said. “The All-American
(400-meter dash is the longest can explode over the hurdles all the get that off, and then we win national the best at,” she said. “You can’t
championships,” Williams said, and win a national championship with
sprint), in Raynglish. a sprint is way through.”
to the assistance then corrected himself. “Let’s just just hurdlers, you have to win it as
Inaddition
anything without a comma (800 is a
training, sprinters also participate say conference championships.”
a team.”
sprint, 1.500 is a run).
Fonseca was modest about the
The Lakers will compete in the
Williams used Fonseca and a in resistance training where they
freshman hurdler to demonstrate pull a weighted sled attached to a hurdlers contributions to the team Big Meet this weekend when more
harness.
as a whole.
than 1,000 athletes will flock to the
another term.
“We do the resistance, then get
“What you’re good at, what you Laker Turf Building.
Running
hurdles,
Williams
that off, and we do the assistance, we have a passion for, you’re gonna be
gwieman® lanthorn .com

Swim, dive set for GLIAC showdown with Wayne State
By Jared Greenleaf
GVL Staff Writer

GLIAC Standings
Men's Basketball
North Division
Lake Superior St.
Grand Valley St.
Ferris St.
Michigan Tech
Northern Michigan
Saginaw Valley
South Division
Findlay
Hillsdale
Northwood
Ashland
Wayne St.
Tiffin

Conf.

Ovr.

12-4
10-6
9-7
8-8
6-10
5-11

15-6
15-6
11-10
1110
11-10
5-15

16-0
9-7
7-9
7-9
6-10
1-15

20-0
11-9
11-10
9-11
8-12
2-19

At the beginning of the season, the
Grand Valley State University men’s and
women’s swimming and diving teams
set their sights on winning conference
titles. Both will get their chances to
achieve those dreams in the GLIAC
championships this week.
“Both teams are going to be fully

Conf. Ovr.

Women's Basketball
North Division
Michigan Tech
Grand Valley St.
Lake Superior St.
Northern Michigan
Ferris St.
Saginaw Valley

15-1 18-3
12-4 16-5
7-9 14-10
12-9
7-9
5-11 7-13
1-15 2-19

South Division
Hillsdale
Northwood
Ashland
Findlay
Wayne St.
Tiffin

14-2 19-2
12-4 17-4
9-7
13-8
6-10 11-10
4-12 6-15
4-12 5-16

Courtesy www.gliac.org

GVl Archive / Kim Miller

Board bounce: Diver Patrick VanDommelen
prepares to dive into the pool at a past home
meet against Wayne State University

rested and ready to go,” said sophomore
Justin Pattemiann. “We both really want
to win the conference meet and want to
get as many people qualified for nationals
as possible."
The men’s team is looking todefend its
2008 crown against perennial contender
Wayne State University, who the Lakers
beat out last season, 665-634. However,
this time around, it may be tougher for
the Lakers, who were beaten soundly by
the Warriors 147-96 in dual-meet action
earlier this season.
“As the season progressed, it clearly
looked like the (GLIAC) championship
would be between us and (Wayne State),”
said GVSU head coach Andy Boyce,
who was voted 2008 GLIAC Coach of
the Year in his first season.
Boyce said he will be looking for big
things out of senior Evan Kobes - last
year’s champion in the 100- and 200yard backstroke events.
“Evan has done very well at these
championships in the past, and I look
for him to help us out not only in those
events, but in some of our relay events,
also,” he said.
Pattermann and sophomore Jordan
Schrotenboer will also look to score big
for the leakers in the backstroke and free
style events.
Boyce said there is the potential for
the meet to be very close and come down
to the end, as it was last season when the
leakers won the meet on the last relay.
The women’s team will look to win
their first-ever conference championship
after finishing in second place four years
in a row. And, similar to the men, their
fiercest competition will also be the

GVl Afchiw / Kim Miller

Butterfly breach: Freshman Carly Bush pulls ahead during the women's 200-yard butterfly event
GVSU will compete every day this weekend at the GLIAC championships in Jenison. Mich

Warriors of Wayne State.
“It’s definitely going to be a battle
against Wayne State,” said freshman
I^uren Dorsey. “I believe we match up
well with them, and hopefully we will
perform well against them and the other
(GLIAC) teams"
After defeating the Warriors by one
point earlier this season in duals, Boyce
said the women’s team will have to bring
its best in the conference meet.
“It’s going to be very challenging to
win this meet, but if we can get good
showing from our top swimmers, we
have a good shot to come out on top,"
he said.
The l.aker women will be led by
experienced senior Jenny Thayer in

the butterfly events. Thayer won two
conference titles in the 200 butterfly
(2006, 2008), as well as winning the 100
and 400 butterfly championships in 2006.
Freshman Antonia Musto is also expected
to make an impact in the breaststroke and
medley events.
“Antonia has already qualified for
nationals in one of the medley events,”
Boyce said. “This will be a great
opportunity for her, as well as other
individuals on the team to qualify for
nationals in the events they’re in."
The GLIAC championships began
Wednesday, and will continue today
through Saturday at Jenison High
School.
jgreenleaf® lanthorn £om
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Who would you name to your 'Mount
Rushmore of Sports' here at GVSU?
Brian
Beaupied

Here are my selections.
Please note that personal and
team success on and off the
held, as well as historical
context were all considered.
Curt Anes - Quarterback
• For a
couple of
magical
years, Anes
teamed up
with David
Kircus to
form the
NCAA
Division II
version of
a Montanato-Rice connection. In
2002, Anes became the only
player in Grand Valley State
University history to win the
Harlon Hill award as the top
player in NCAA Division II.
The year before he was
the first player ever to receive
the most first-place votes
and not win the award. But
nyost importantly, Anes is
synonymous with GVSU’s
rise to national prominence
in football, helping lead the
school to its first national
championship in 2002. Anes
is GVSU’s all-time leader in
passing touchdowns with 114,
including a school record 48 in
2001 and 47 in 2002.
Arend "Don" Lubbers President Emeritus
Not only
was Lubbers
the first
president
in school
history,
but he also
played an
integral role
in NCAA
Division
Hand
GVSU Athletics. Lubbers has
been a chair or been involved
iiftfjMBgpous councils,
c <SnMjs8ions and committees.
I Observing the university for
3!jtyears, Lubbers helped

college into a thriving public
university. Lubbers Stadium,
home for the football team, is
in his namesake.
Doug Woods - Softball coach
For the
past 19
years Woods
has led the
softball
team to
tremendous
success on
and of the
softball
diamond.
On his
resume he boasts eight national
tournament appearances in the
past decade, seven seasons of
40 wins or more and 35 wins
in 12 of the Lakers last 14
campaigns. In 2002 the Lakers
went to their first-ever College
World Series, finishing the
season No. 2 in the polls. In
September, the Lakers posted
the second-highest GPA of
all teams in the NCAA with a
3.575.
Mandi Zemba Track/Cross Country
During
her career
as a Laker,
Zemba
became one
of the most
decorated
track
USA
athletes
in NCAA
Zsmfea
Division II
history. In
addition to being a 13-time
All-American, Zemba claimed
an astonishing eight national
titles. Moreover, by the time
she was a senior she was also
a mother in addition to being a
full-time student with Dean’s
List honors. During that senior
season she recorded four of her
eight national championships.
After her career at GVSU,
Zemba competed in the PanAm games and competed to
qualify for the U.S. Olympic
team in 2008.
I want to hear what
you have to say. Log on to
Lanthom.com and comment
On who you think should be
named to GVSU’s Mount
Rushmore of Sports and why.

transform a small liberal arts
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Indoor flag football offers redemption
Flag football to move
into Turf Building,
grant GVfall teams
second shot at win
By Emanuel Johnson
GVL Staff Writer

Intramural activity provides
students with the opportunity
to participate in competitive
sporting
activity on
their
own terms. With the finished
construction of the new Laker
Turf Building, the Campus
Recreation Department now has
the ability and means to expand
its intramural program.
This year, the department
will add indoor intramural flag
football to its already extensive
repertoire
of
intramural
activities.
The program should attract
several of the students who
participated in last semester’s
outdoor flag football program and
are looking for some redemption
in this winter’s program.
"We could have done a lot
better last semester,” said junior
Brian Simmons, a captain for one
of the participating teams. "The
team that beat us was one of the
teams that had made the finals in
last year’s. Weather conditions
weren’t the best either, but we
definitely could have done a lot
better against them.”
Simmons said he will be
making a few tweaks to his
team’s play to attain a higher
level of success.
“I’m looking to have a more
quick and efficient offensive
style,” he said. "I don’t want
anything really complicated or
anything that involves any huge
routes. Short, quick and fast that’s how it has to be.”
One reason many teams
are turning to the "quick and
fast” mentality is because of
the rules that inhibit the ability
to run plays that require a lot
of development. One such rule
requires all offensive linemen

GVL / Carol Dalrymple

Moving indoors: This year GVSU intramural teams will utilize the Laker Turf Building for their competition. The flag football
intramural teams will start up at the end of February, and 5-on-5 soccer teams and track meets will also be held indoors

block with their bodies rather
than their hands. An offensive
lineman must have his or her
hands behind his or her back and
use only their body to fend off
defenders.
Such rules are the source of a
lot of frustration for those who
participate in the program.
"All you’re basically doing
is setting a basketball pick,”
said sophomore Michael Moore,
who participated in fall semester
play. "It gets really frustrating
for someone used to playing real
football. The defense is coming
at you full speed, and there’s
really nothing you can do about
it but move your body in front of
it.”
Moore added blocking with
such rules should be easier in the
Turf Building.
"It was especially bad when it
was muddy,” he said. “Your feet
feel like they are like glued to the
ground, even when you have on
cleats. It makes it hard to make

IN 1983 TO ADD TO STUDENTS 6PA
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

hheaupied@ lanthorn .com
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SUB SANDWICHES
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■

(616)791 0300

In front of Meijer

Guv-Smart Stvlists
Open Even Dav
All TV's All Sports
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ No Appointment Netessan

3959 28th St.
Grand Rapids
49512

OK. SO MY SUBS REALLY AREN'T GOURMET AM)
WE RE NOT FRENCH EITHER MY SUBS JUST TASTE
A LITTLE BETTER. THAT'S ALL! I WANTED TO
CALL IT JIMMY JOHNS TASTY SANDWICHES, BUT
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET
SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET, BUT
I DON'T THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS. SO LETT STICK WITH TASTY!

_____
I—

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES
My club sandwiches have twica the meat ar cheese, try it
oa my fresh bahed thick sliced 7-grain bread ar my famaus
homemade (reach bread!

*7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB

garnished with lettece. temata. and maya.
Ham A cheese

I full 1/4 pound of real applewaad smoked ham.
prevalaae cheese. Icttace. tomato. A rail maya!

*8 BILLY CLUB*
Cheice raast bttf. smoked ham provolone cheese.

*2 BIG JOHN

SLIM 2 least leef

Mediant rare ckeice raast beef, tapped with

SLIM 3 Tana salad

yammy maya. lettuce, and temata.

SLIM 4 Tarkey breast

*9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB*

#3 TOTALLY TUNA*'

SUM 5 Salami, capicela. cheese

Rial genea salami. Italiaa capicela. smaked bam.

SLIM 6 louble provolone

aad pravalaae cheese all tapped with lettace. tamate.

Open mastard. lattacc. temata. A mayo.

fresh heasemade tana, miied with celery, aniens,
and ear tasty saace. then tapped with alfalfa spraats.
cacamber. lettece. and temata. (My tana racks!)

fresh sliced tarkey breast, tapped with lettece.
tamate. alfalfa spraats. and maya. (The anginal)

#5 VITO'1"
The erigiaal Italian sab with genoa salami, prevalaae.

aaiaa. maya. aad ear homemade Italiaa vinaigrette.
(Yae has ta ardei hit peppers, jest ask!)

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

#10 HUNTER’S CLUB*’

rQDTOEJP

I fall 1/4 pound if fresh sliced medium rare

Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

#6 VEGETARIAN

raast beef, provalaae. lettace. temata. A maya

#11 COUNTRY CLUB*
fresh sliced turkey breast, applewaad smoked ham.
provolone and tons ef lettuce, tomato, aod mayo!
(I very traditional, yet always exceptienal classic!)

capicela. aaiaa. lettece. tamate. t a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Net peppers by repaest)

$

#12 BEACH CLUB*’ O
fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber sprouts, lettuce, tomato, aod

avocado spread, alfalfa spraats. sliced cucumber,
lettuce, tamate. and mayo. (Truly a gourmet sub net

00jr lunches,

for vegetarians only.................. peace dade!)

Standale Retail Center
Corner of Wilaon th Lake Michigan Drive

f

Corporate Headquarters Champaign. II

layers af provolone cheese separated by real

Sport

041

(616) 940-1460

l OSS

lay Sab mines the veggies and saace

*4 TURKEY TOM

Email your answer to
Advertising^ fWf1tfiorn.com
For your chance to win a
FREE Mens Haircut!

COOKT1BUS

www.cddvdexchanges.com

Cn,?RLD’S GREATEST
°^bmet SANDWIC"

SLIM I

Petrot Pistons m

DVDS

(616) 785-0251

PLAIN SUMS

leal appleareed smoked ham and prevalaae cheese

CDS

3728 Alpine Ave.
Comstock Park
49321

III •! my tasty sah sandwiches art a fall I inches of
htmtmade french kraal fresh veggies and the finest
meats i cheese I cat bey! lad if it matters te yea.
we slice everything fresh everyday in this stare, right
here where yea can see it. (Na mystery meat here!)

i M the 10 fear

leagues that will each end with
a one-game elimination playoff
structure. Entry is $20 per team
with the sign-up deadline on
Feb.27.
Other intramural sports to
be held in the Turf Building
include 5-on-5 indoor soccer
and an indoor track meet. For
more information on these and
other sports visit the Campus
Recreation Web site at http://
www.gvsu.edu/rec,
ejohnson @ lanthorn .com

LUC BUY HflD SELL

rtid»>Y
I
||

ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON, «L

8

that first step in trying to set up.
but it should be better on the dry
field in the Turf Building.”
Another rule prevents players
from executing their natural urge
to fend off defenders, called
a flag guarding foul. The rule
states no player can slap away
a defender’s arm or hold on to
their own flag when running
with the ball.
The program is scheduled
to begin on March 14. It will
be comprised of three separate

narwts. nnms>

DELIVERY ORDERS will indade a delivery
charge of 4SC per item c/-ibc).

J.J.B.L.T.*
lacon. lettuce, tamate. t mays.
(The anly better IIT is mama sHT)

* * JIMMYJOHNS.COM * *

mayo! (It's the real deal, and it ain't even California.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB*
Oouble provolone. real avecado spread, sliced
cucumber alfalfa sprouts lettuce, tomato, t mayo
(Try it on my 7-grain whole wheat bread. This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*

★ SIDES ★

boast bee) turkey breast letioce. tomato A mayo
In Imencan classic, certainly not invented by J J. but

* Soda Pap........................................................ Sf .M/SI.SI
* Ciant chacalate chip ar oatmeal raisin cookie... Sf SR
* Real potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle ..
* Extra load af meat............................................

SI M
$1 SO

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN

* Extra cheese ar extra avocado spread................. SO 70

This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John s brnthcr Huey. It s huje

* Hat Peppers ............................. ................. ............ S110

enough tu feed the hungriest ol all
humans! Tuns ol genoa salami sliced

FREEBIES

(SUBS 5 CLUBS ONLY)

•awe. lettuce alfalfa spraats. tamate. maya. sliced
cacamber lijoa mustard, ail & vinegar, aed oregano

smoked ham capicala toast heel
turkey A provolone lammed into
•ne af ear homemade french hens
then smothered with onions
lettuce, tomato

mayo

A our humemade

Italian dressing

definitely tweaked and tine tuned to perfection'

#15 CLUB TUNA”
The same as our #3 Totally Tuna except this one has
a lot mote fresh heasemade tuna salad, proveline.
sproois cucumber lettuce A temato

#16 CLUB LULU'"
fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, lottoce tomato
A mayo < JJs original turkey A bacon duL)

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER*
Heal applcwood smoked ham and bacon with lettuce
temato A mayo what coold be better!

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
ALLENDALE
Wf BSIIDE!':
; >CB VIDE '

@www.lanthorn.com
• •33
Totai Access Total Coverage

4814 LAKE MICHIGAN

616.892

’YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN’S)'
• 111$. 7PB7. ill) 7PI4 till III! JIMMV JIM t IllOtliti lit tlLlllbtl BtflBVtB W» lever.# tkt ti|kr f» Mar lw Mm tm«("
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GR Press columnist charged with growing marijuana
By Matt Kuzawa
GVL Sports Editor

Longtime Grand Rapids
Press Sports Columnist David
Mayo turned himself in to
the
Kent
( ouoty Jail
Wed nesday
after
being
charged with
growing
marijuana in
his home on
the -northeast
side of Grand
Mayo
Rapids.
\ M a y o ,
Who has been employed by the
Press for 24years.wasarraigned

on charges of manufacturing 20
to 200 marijuana plants, which
is a seven-year felony. He was
also charged with a two-year,
high-court misdemeanor of
maintaining a drug house at his
home on Fuller Avenue NE.
“This is devastating for Mr.
Mayo,” said Mayo’s lawyer
Bruce Block. “I don’t know
what is going to happen with
his job over at the Press but
obviously he is pretty shook
up. His whole life is topsy
turvy right now.”
The volume of the plants
found reportedly equates to
about five kilos, however
Block said he is not sure where
they came up with the amount.

“I’m scratching my head,”
The statute Mayo was
he said. “I’m curious where the charged under for the sevenamount is coming from.”
yearfelony includes prohibition
A warrant for Mayo’s arrest against
manufacturing,
was issued by
possessing
the
prosecutor
or
intent
David Mayo
last Friday with
to
deliver
was arraigned
court
records
controlled
showing
Jan.
substances.
on charges of
Block
19 as the date
manufacturing
of the offense.
described
it
The
charges
as a “catch
20
to
200
plants,
reportedly
all,” because
stem
from
it includes all
which is a seveninvestigations
illegal drugs.
year felony.
“Nothing
by
the
Kent
Area Narcotics
1 have seen
or
heard
Enforcement
suggest
he
Team,involving numerous local (Wednesday)
is making alleged sales of
law enforcement agencies.

marijuana,” he said.
Block said he does not
believe there were any sales and
does not think those charges or
accusations will change in the
future.
There is no known previous
criminal record for Mayo,
other than a possible speeding
ticket.
Mayo told the judge he
understood the charges in
his brief court appearance.
His probable cause hearing
is scheduled for Feb. 19, and
he was released on a personal
recognizance bond.
An arrest warrant was also
issued for Mayo’s wife, Denise
Mayo, listing charges from a

Jan. 19 date of offense. She is
being charged with possession
of marijuana, a misdemeanor
punishable by up to a year
behind bars and maintaining a
drug house.
David, who has been
employed by the Press since
1985, has covered collegiate
and professional sports, and
specializes in boxing coverage,
traveling
the
country
to
report on the career of Floyd
Mayweather Jr.
Grand
Rapids
Presij.
Publisher Dan Gaydou declined
to comment on the matter.
sports @ lan thorn .com

Dodgeball claims fourth-straight Michigan Dodgeball Cup
By Matt Kuzawa
GVL Sports Editor

For the past three years,
one Laker team has been the
champions of Michigan. And
this past weekend, that team
ensured other teams will have to
wait another year for a chance
to call themselves Michigan
Dodgeball Champions.
On Sunday, the Grand Valley
State University dodgeball
club claimed its fourth-straight
Michigan
Dodgeball
Cup

against such schools as Delta
College, Saginaw Valley State
University, Central Michigan
University and host Michigan
State University. This year
marked the fifth year of the
event’s existence.
Even
though
GVSU’s
dodgeball team has only played
in four competitive matches
this season against other
schools, Alex Soukup said that
may have actually benefited
the squad, giving them time to
practice three times per week.

GVL Archive / Matt La Vere

Close race: For a previous fundraiser. Student Senate and the GVSU dodgeball
club hosted a dodgeball tournament for BOTV in the Fieldhouse Arena. T-shirts
and raffle tickets were sold to help benefit Campfire USA.

“It probably helped us a lot
more that way than actually
playing games,” he said. “I
think it helps a lot when you’re
playing against some of the top
guys in the league every day
at practice. When we get into
the games we know our tricks,
which a lot of teams try to grow
on and develop into their own
program.”
The Laker’s most formidable
challenge came against rival
SVSU. With just one player on
each team remaining, GVSU
junior Jimmy Stokes eliminated
the SVSU player to win the
game for the Lakers.
The GVSU dodgeball club
was founded in 2005, and has
since grown into one of the
largest student organizations
on campus with more than 80
current members. The club
competes in the National
Collegiate
Dodgeball
Association and tops the
rankings out of the 11 schools
in the league.
Despite there being other
larger schools in the league,
GVSU’s club has still managed
to attract the most members.
Other schools tend to pull in
about 30 to 40 members, said
GVSU club member Matt

Zinn.
“These
larger
schools
obviously have a larger student
body so they could easily pull in
more people,” he said. “I think
it’s cool to see that we’re one
of the smallest schools student
body wise, but we seem to pull
the most people into the club.”
However,
not
all
the
members get a chance to play
in competition against other
schools. Zinn said the team has
an upper hand over opponents
because they have the experience
of playing in those situations
since most of them have played
together for the past three or
four years, while sticking to the
same strategy. Though he was
not willing to discuss particulars
about the strategy, he feels it is
successful.
“We’ve just been able to
stick to it and we’ve executed it
very well,” he said. “We work
real hard with the team when it
comes down to crunch time. In
the end it pays off."
Along with the strategy and
experience, Soukup credited
the club’s sustained success to
the popularity and interest from
each incoming freshman class at
GVSU.
“I think it’s one of those

sports that (when) you come
to Grand Valley, you try to get
involved with,” he said. “It’s
just one of those fun, child
games that everyone wants to
stay connected with.”
The team looks to remain
confident
in
the coming
months, while focusing on
the Dodgeball National Final,
which will be hosted by GVSU
at the Fieldhouse on April 4.
All of the teams present at the
MDC, along with participants
from Kentucky, Ohio and
Wisconsin, will have a chance

TONIGHT 11PM
'rSTr'
T

to take home the title.
"1 think we’re confident, but
knowing that if you don’t play
very well someone could take
our spot,” Soukup said. “I think
playing with that mentality
keeps us on our toes, and keeps
us confident that we can keep
rolling.”
sports@ lanthorn .com

WEB EXCLUSIVE
Visit Lanthorn.com for a story
on Black history in U.S. sports
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'Black Music, Black Power' jazzes GVSU
Combination lecture, performance to
highlight Black influence in U.S. music
and the Cooper, Hay. Van Lente
Group, a local jazz quartet.
GVL Staff Writer
“This is one great group
As part of Black History of guys,” Singleton said. “We
Month, a special lecture and as a group are at the point
performance w ill be jazzing up where 1 can just start a tune,
Grand Valley State University’s and we will play ... It’s a good
Pew Campus this Friday.
feeling to be at that level with
Craig Benjamin, assistant a group.”
professor of Ancient World
Singleton began playing
History at GVSU, will give a music when he was 8 years
lecture called “Black Music, old. He now plays trumpet and
Black Power: Jazz and The flugelhorn, and has performed
Civil Rights Era.”
with such groups as the Duke
“This is about an era of Ellington Band.
American cultural history, and
February is also Black
the role jazz music had in it,” History Month, and jazz music
Benjamin said. “These jazz has its roots deep within that
musicians were responding history.
to civil rights
In the early
unrest,
and
19th century,
it’s a response
“These are brilliant
an increasing
number
that is far less
musicians.... I hope
talked about
of
Black
that people who
musicians
than
those
put to music
began learning
attend not only
by, say. Bob
and
playing
discover new music,
Dylan.”
instruments
but see just how much from Europe.
During the
“60s,
many
Out of this and
of an effect jazz has
musicians
the
learning
on modern music.”
were
of harmonic
enthralled by
hymns grew
CRAIG BENJAMIN
the world of
what is now
GVSU ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
protest songs.
known
as
Musicians
spirituals
such as Dylan
the basis of
or Crosby. Stills and Nash have the blues. From there, forms
been historically linked to the of music known as ragtime
era, but Benjamin hopes to add and swing emerged, ultimately
a few more names to that list.
leading up tobebop, which is
“These
are
brilliant where theperformance will
musicians,” he said. “I feel begin.
as though this is a little bit of
“People should expect to
our nation’s heritage, and we hear a lot,” Singleton said. “We
have lost some of it over the will be performing pieces from
years. I hope that people who the Bebop Era, some Miles
attend not only discover new Davis, Freddy Hubbard and
music, but see just how much even some Coltrane pieces.”
of an effect jazz has on modern
For some students, the
music.”
world of jazz music will be a
Following the lecture, there new adventure. For others, it is
will be a special performance a road previously traveled.
by “Sweet” Willie Singleton
“I love every aspect of jazz,”
By Josh Brunsting

Courtesy Photo / Sara Mieras

Leading voice: Ailyn Perez is the
leading soprano for “The Elixir of
Love" at Opera Grand Rapids

'Elixir of Love' to
offer alternative
date for couples
By Jessica Pawlowski
GVL Senior Reporter

Tired of always going
to dinner and a movie on
Valenti ne’s Day ?Try someth i ng
new and hit the opera.
Opera Grand Rapids is
putting on Gaetano Donizetti's
“The Elixir of Love,” a classic
romantic comedy about a
young peasant boy’s love for a
beautiful landowner. He buys
a love potion from a traveling
salesman, and sets out to win
her over.
The opera has many comedic
moments as the unlikely duo
heads toward the altar.
“It will be a fun show,” said
Matthew Lata, stage director.
“If you’re looking for sword
fights and swashbuckling, this
isn’t your show. It’s a good date
show if you want to impress
your lady.”
Tenor Scott Ramsay will
sing the part of the peasant boy
Nemorino.
He
said
Nemorino’s
challenge is just becoming a
man and sharing his feelings
with Adina, who is sung by
soprano Ailyn Perez.
“He’s honest with her and
that’s what wins her heart,”
Ramsay said.
This will be Ramsay’s
first time performing with
Opera Grand Rapids, and said
he knows it will be a great
experience.
“It happens to be a show
I love,” he said. “I adore this
opera. It was a delight to be
able to do this show.”
Lata, who is also a professor
and stage director of the Florida
State Opera, said this will be
the third opera he has done for
Opera Grand Rapids and the
first time he has directed “The
Elixir of Love.”
“I haven’t done this piece
before and I’ve been in operas
for 30 years now,” he said.
“I thought it would be good
chance to work on a new
piece.”
Lata said the most enjoyable
part about working on this
show was getting to know the
piece, the cast and the chorus.
Planning for costume and
scenery started in November.
Local artist and set designer
for the show John Despres
began his work just before
Thanksgiving. “The Elixir of
Love” is the fourth show he
has designed for Opera Grand
Rapids.
He said designing for this
opera has come with a number
of challenges but he has had a
fun time working on it.
One of these challenges
was building the trailer of
the traveling salesman. Dr.
Dulcamara, who will be sung
by baritone Michael Wanko.
“If I’m not challenged at
least once a day it’s not worth
getting out of bed,” he said.
Performances for “The
Elixir of Love” are Friday
and Saturday at the DeVos
Performance Hall.
“It’s Valentine’s weekend
and it’s a love story,” Despres
said. “Audiences will enjoy
it because there’s comedy,
drama and a happy, emotional
ending.”
“The Elixir of Love”
will play both Friday and
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. DeVos
Performance Hall is located at
303 Monroe Ave. NW.
Tickets begin at $20. and are
available through Ticketmaster
or by calling (616) 451 -2741.
“It’s a very lighthearted
show,” Ramsay said. “It’s a lot
of fun. really beautiful music
and great singing. The story
itself is really heartwarming.
We’ve come up with a really
great product.”
jpa*lowski <S> lanthorn com
T
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Jazz roots: Miles Davis was one of the most influential jazz musicians of the 20th century. "Sweet" Willie Singleton and the
Cooper, Hay, Van Lente Group will play some of Davis' music at Friday's "Black Music, Black Power: Jazz and The Civil Rights Era"
event at the Loosemore Auditorium The event is free to the general public.

said GVSU student Katherine
Kehrer. “It’s the creativity and
the improvisation within the
music that always makes it an
interesting listen.”
Benjamin said for others
who have not been introduced
to this music, one should
expect pieces of art that were
both a direct product of the

time, and at the same time not
dated.
“While some music tends
to be dated, modern day
musicians,
like
hip-hop
artists, are still going back to
these pieces for inspiration,”
Benjamin said.
The lecture will take place
Friday at 7 p.m., followed by

the performance by the Cooper,
Hay, Van Lente Group with
Singleton at 8 p.m. Admission
is free to the general public,
and the event will be held at
the Loosemore Auditorium in
the DeVos Center on GVSU’s
Pew Campus.

jhrunsting@lanthorn .com

West Michigan Golf Show to tee off in GR
because it is a great way to break
up the long winter and get you
excited about playing some golf
A staple of the nine iron crowd, in the spring,” Orler said.
the 21st annual West Michigan
Derek
Radley,
director
Golf Show is par to run Friday, of instruction at the Kendall
Saturday and Sunday at the DeVos Academy of Golf at GVSU’s
Place in Grand Rapids.
golf course. The Meadows, will
More than 10,000 people are be giving free junior golf lessons
expected to visit the show that has during the golf show.
“a little bit of everything golf,”
“He’s a young golf professional
said Show Manager Carolyn Alt.
but very experienced,” Moore
About 200 vendors will be set said.
up, selling anything from golf
Radley is a
clothes
and
graduate of the
shoes to golf
Professional Golf
“Going to the golf
clubs
and
Management
show is a good
balls. Alt said
Program at Ferris
more than 100
opportunity for golfers State University,
different golf
and has studied
because it is a great
courses will
under
Brad
also be there,
way to break up the
Dean,
twicepromoting
named Teacher
long winter and get
and
selling
of
the Year by the
you excited about
packages.
Michigan PGA.
Contests
playing some golf in
Radley has also
will also be
studied
under
the spring.”
going on with
Dana
Rader,
various prizes,
JOSH ORLER
ranked as a Top
and
free
GVSU ALUMNUS
100 Instructor by
lessons will
“Golf Magazine”
be available.
and also named
“It’s in the middle of February as a Top 50 Instructor by “Golf
and if you’re a golfer you’re Digest.”
probably wanting to play golf,”
Radley said the West Michigan
Alt said. “It really marks the Golf Show is a good opportunity
beginning of the golf season - for golfers to get excited about
dust off their clubs as we say.”
the upcoming season.
Terry Moore started the show
The location at The Meadows
in 1989. He sold the show to will open April 1. Radley said
ShowSpan in 2001, and now peoplecan schedule lessons online
works as the publicist. The idea at http://www.KendallAcademy.
for the West Michigan Golf Show com or at The Meadows pro
came from a trip he took to a golf shop.
show in Chicago in 1988.
Contests at the golf show
“I felt immediately after I include closest to the pin, a
came back from that show that putting contest with a chance to
the West Michigan market needed win $10,000, a long drive contest
such a show,” he said. “It’s been a and a Par $ Challenge with a
good show for the last 21 years. chance to win $25,(XX).
I’ve been very pleased with the
Hours for the show are Friday
turnout of exhibitors as well as 4 to 9 p.m., Saturday 10 a m. to
the golfers who attend the show.” 7 p.m. and Sunday 10 a.m. to 5
Grand Valley State University p.m.
graduate and former men’s golf
Tickets cost $9 for adults,
team captain Josh Orler has gone $4 for children ages 6 to 14 and
to the golf show the past three free for children 5 and younger.
years.
Tickets can be purchased at the
He said there are a lot of great door and online at http://www.
specials on equipment and golf WestMichiganGolfShow.com.
packages, and the show is a great
DeVos Place is located at 303
chance to spend time with friends Monroe Ave. NW.
and family and talk about golf.
“Going to the golf show is
jpawlowski @ lanthorn com
a good opportunity for golfers
By Jessica Pawlowski
GVI. Senior Reporter

Courtesy Photo / West Michigan Golf Show

Tee off: Attendees of the 2007 West Michigan Golf Show try out new clubs. The show will run at the DeVos Place in Grand
Rapids from Friday to Sunday Tickets cost $9 for adults, $4 for children ages 6 to 14 and is free for children 5 and younger

Suggestions from Derek
Radley, director of instruction
at the Kendall Academy of
Golf at The Meadows at GVSU
1.1 would like for you to ask
yourself two questions: "What are you
good at?" 'What are you not so good
at?" You have to be good at something,
whether it be putting, chipping, off the
tee, etc. Next I would like for you to
choose one thing and one thing only

each swing to simulate play on the

shaft at impact - that is it! The skull
across the green did not come from

course. Think about it - when was the

you picking your head up; it can be

last time you hit 35 seven irons in a row

from the shaft leaning backwards at
impact instead of forwards. To fix this

targets and switch up clubs in between

on the golf course?
3. Practice with a purpose. Before

problem, insert a tee in the hole on the

you start hitting that big bucket of

top of your grip. Lean the tee forward

range balls, take the time to lay down

toward the target at your setup, and

some sort of alignment aid for your
feet (golf club, yard stick, etc.). Why is

make some small chipping swings.
The tee should remain moving forward

this important? The answer is because

at all times. If ever it stops and reverts

it allows you to recognize your true
ball flight. If you know you are aimed

skull Try this drill and remember this trp

backwards, here comes the chunk or

that you are not so good at. You need

properly but the ball keeps going to the

to commit to working on that particular

right or left of your target, obviously it is

in order to improve your short game.
5. Have you ever heard the famous

thing this upcoming season. Golf is a

not your alignment but your mechanics

saying, "Drive for show and putt for

game that covers many different skills,

dough?' Isn't that the truth? Putting

which cannot be practiced all at once

that are causing problems Swing errors
typically start with poor fundamentals,

So remember, this season choose one

especially alignment. So start practice

and requires a skill that is very hard

skill that you are going to work on and
change that weakness into a strength.

with some sort of alignment aid and I
guarantee it will carry over to the golf

to develop. Bad putting is caused by

2 Have you ever been out
practicing, hitting a bucket of balls

course
4. Do you struggle with your short

and not really paying much attention
to what you are aiming at? Golf is a

game? If so, this tip is for you All

time you go to the practice putting
green, hit a bunch of putts looking

problems in short game derive from

at the hole. That is right, look at the '

target-oriented game that needs to

one issue: Lack of distance control.

hole from start to finish of your putting

be practiced like it is played Think

There is one thing that causes lack

stoke When you throw a dart or shoot

about it - where is basketball, baseball
or football practiced’ They are all

of distance control and that is bad

a basketball what are you looking at?
The target' So hit some putts focusing

contact The reason for the mis-hits is

is such a critical part of the game

two problems - bad direction and
bad distance control. Try this drill, next

practiced on the court or field in which

probably because you have not been

the game is held on . Golf is different so

taught the correct information Solid

on the target and notice how your eyes
relay the message into your hands,

you need to turn the driving range into

contact comes from a forward leaning

(transforming) into unbelievable results.

a pretend golf course
/

Choose different

!
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Water Festival fundraiser set
to splash in Grand Rapids
By Liz Reyna
The Grand Rapids Water
Festival will hold a fundraiser
event Friday in an effort to
raise awareness about one
of the earth’s most precious
resources - water.
Featured at the Wealthy
Theatre in Grand Rapids, the
fundraiser will include musical
performances,
renowned
speakers and environmental
activism information.
Fundraising for the event
will help contribute to continue
to make the festival on June 20
free to the public.
The GRWF is an annual
event that began four years
ago, which aims to address
water problems Michigan is
facing locally and globally.
Sponsored
by
local
environmental agencies, the
organizations address issues
such as pollution, diversion
and privatization that harm the
state’s water supply.
The event will feature
musical performances by the
Hawks and Owls, an old-time
string band, while guests can
explore showcases by various
environmental organizations
and local artisans.
Rebecca Shilt, one of the
organizers behind the GRWF
and musician in the Hawks
and Owls Stringband, said the
event first began in MackinacCity but was meant to travel
from city to city.
Shilt said she loved the idea
so much that the event was
brought to Grand Rapids last
August.
“We felt that it was
important to expose people of
all ages and walks of life to the
issues regarding water quality
in our beautiful state and to
empower them to help make
decisions regarding the use
and quality of our water,” Shilt

B5

Continuing Education & Professional Development
Empowering Wen Michigan, empowering you.

Film Camera Loader

Wealthy I'heatre to raise awareness about water through
music, renowned speakers, activist information
GVL Senior Reporter
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only with pollution, but also
said.
She said many citizens are with boats tracking in invasive
unaware of how water is being species from the ocean.
Spring said understanding
used, or what citizens can do
these issues is especially
to use it better.
There are many little important for young people.
“It is import for young
things people can do to help
Michigan’s water supply, such people to realize how important
as conserving water or not it is for their voice to be heard,
buying bottled water, Shilt not just about voting for the
president, for example, but
said.
The GRWF, she said, has looking down on decisions of
a way of bringing people a much smaller level,” Spring
together to discuss water said.
Liz Koopman, a GVSU
problems in the state and what
elementary education major,
citizens can do to fix them.
said
the
It does this
event is a
by offering a
“... (talking about the
great means
personal look
of teaching.
at water issues,
problems) lifts you
“I think
for example,
above the daily grind
this event
through
the
would offer
video, “The
of our lives and feeds
a
great
Water Stories
...
part
of
ourselves
—
opportunity
Tent,”
in
for students
our soul... ”
which people
...to interact
share stories
with others
about
the
REBECCA SHILT
who share
importance of
GRWF ORGANIZER
their
water in their
interests
lives and the
and
give
importance of
them a chance to expand their
protecting water sources.
It also does so through knowledge on the topics such
featuring local leaders in as the Great Lakes,” Koopman
Grand Rapids.
said.
Expanding
knowledge,
For ex am pie, M ayor George
K. Heartwell will speak about Shilt said, is the best way of
what Grand Rapids does to finding a solution to the water
problems.
protect the Great Lakes basin.
“I feel that (talking about
The event will also feature
speakers such as Maureen the problems) lifts you above
Taylor from Detroit, a Great the daily grind of our lives and
Lakes charter fisherman, and feeds the part of ourselves —
representatives from Shedd our soul — to think and act on
Aquarium and the Sierra matters bigger than ourselves,”
Club.
she said.
The GRWF will be held
Kym
Spring,
Water
Accessible
Committee at the Wealthy Theatre from
member, said the festival is 6:30 to 10 p.m. Friday,
a fun way to inform people and costs $15. For more
information, visit http://www.
about serious issues.
She said Michigan has one grandrapidswaterfestival.org.
of the weakest protections for
lre\na@ lanthorn .com
water in the nation, and as a
result, there are huge issues not

Workshop

With a substantial number of films coming to west Michigan in
2009, GRCC and the West Michigan Film Office are bringing Fletcher
Camera-Detroit to provide a Film Loader Workshop.
This workshop will prepare you for potential job opportunities in the
rapidly emerging Michigan film industry; teaching you on the motion
picture industry standard equipment.
You will learn: how to load Arri's 35mm and 16mm magazines,
how to manage the film stock inventory, on-set etiquette as a
loader, and the tools needed as an on-set loader.

No experience or prerequisite needed.

March 31, 2009
2:00-6:00 p.m.
Applied Technology Center
Room 118
$125.00

To register to go:

grcclearn.com
Grand Rapids
Community
College
•va‘v
• iK: (
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THIS WEEKEND'S
DIVERSIONS
All weekend:

Saturday:

•

•

GVSU Opera Theatre

•

7:30 p.m.

men's basketball games at

"Andre Kertesz: On

the Fieldhouse Arena at
1 p.m. and 3 p.m.

Reading" at Grand Rapids
Art Museum

•

at the Wealthy Street

Michigan Golf Show at

Theatre in Grand Rapids at

Friday:
"The Vagina Monologues"
in the Cook-DeWitt Center
at 7 p.m.
•

"The Vagina Monologues"

The 21st annual West

7 p.m.

DeVos Place

•

"Snowcoming Whiteout!"
at the GVSU women's and

presents "Candide" at

•

"The Government
Inspector" at Calvin
College Gezon Theatre at
8 p.m.

Last Laker Standing: Semi
Finals in the Kirkhof Center
at 9 p.m.

•

"A Valentine Exhibit:
For the Love of Art" at
Washington Square in

**Don't forget the Rapid
Weekend Connector (Route
50) runs until 2 a.m. on
Fridays and Saturdays.

Holland

Two for one
Valentine's Day special

//

'Get More for Less"
Located on Rkh Street
1 Mile from Allendale Campus
616-837-8277

See us at www.universityapartmentsallendale.com
Get two tickets for the price of one to see the final

WWW

performances of “Candide ."
Performances of the GVSU Opera Theatre’s production
of “Candide” are Friday and Saturday at 7:30 p.m. and
Sunday at 2 p.m.
Tickets can be purchased at the GVSU Box Office in
the Performing Arts Center.
All performances are in the Louis Armstrong Theatre.

.cvm
Visit Us on the Web!
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Get out of the digital *box, try some culture

GVl / Lindsey Waggoner

An Da Union, a Mongolian music and dance group, performed in the Cook-DeWitt Center
on Wednesday. The performance included elegant Mongolian dance techniques, all the
while serenading with a style called "throatsinging." While three dancers performed, others
accompanied the grooves with traditional Mongolian instruments.

New Year's — Eastern style

I am a mutt.
I probably have a few
random relatives from just
about everywhere, so I can’t
say I identify with a certain
race, or am a certain nationality
- except Caucasian, I guess but as far as I know there’s no
White Student Union.
I grew up in a small town
with mostly White people,
and hung out with White
people almost exclusively.
Not because I didn’t want to
associate with other races, but
because there were just so few
people of other races at my
school.
Here at Grand Valley State
University, though, we have
repeated opportunities to be
entertained while experiencing
glimpses into other cultures.
I can find many reasons for
attending each of the events
offered, and only wish I had
the time to do so.
The recent program
featuring a Holocaust survivor
showed a great deal about
German culture - and an
event many of us didn’t learn
outside our high school history
textbooks. It gives a reason to
love diversity.

I am currently taking a
class about Asian history, so
I had two options just this
week, right on campus, to be
entertained while increasing
my knowledge of a culture
I am learning in class - the
Asian New Year Festival and
the An Da Union musical
group’s performance.
Last semester, I attended
an event put on by the student
organization, “Students
for a Free Tibet.” Not only
did it give me a break from
studying or watching reruns
of “The Real Housewives of
Orange County,” but it really
touched my heart. People are
suffering in the same world
we live in, and I admit I hardly
knew anything about the
situation before attending the
organization’s event.
I also attended an event to
learn about domestic violence,
and the speaker, Mike Domitrz,
was actually funny! I spent the
rest of my night thinking about

an truly important issuf - whit
a break from the what-snacl^^^
should-l-eat routine;1 '
We can’t expect
or our elementary, o^ddlpiJH
high schools, to be capeWe**
of teaching us all we need to
know about other culturqyuru0.
our hour-long class meetings,^,*
But that being said. I’m ;cv
incredibly glad I attend a
university that is continually
offering me new eiltcrtairujwfl*
options to help increase
...
awareness of the world arouna
me.
f -cO of tne'v-'
Don’t forget about all of
.'
the non-conventional and, yes, *J
sometimes even informative,
*
entertainment options we’re
lucky to have as GVSU
students.
Entertainment does not have
to fit in just the “movie/TV”
box - try something new and
broaden your horizons.
arts@lanthorn.com .

See Puzzle B7

See more: Visit
Lanthorn.com for
a slideshow

GVL / Carol Dalrymple

The Asian Student Union hosted a celebration for the Chinese New Year that included food,
music and a variety of traditional clothing that students modeled with pride. A Chinese dragon
even made an appearance with its vibrant colors.
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Auburn Hills
Clinton Township
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Dearborn
Flint
Grand Rapids
Lansing

With summer classes from Central Michigan University
Off-Campus Programs, you can still go home, sleep in late,
get a job, and have time for your friends.

Livonia
Saginaw

It’s all about quality and convenience
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CLASSIFIED RATES

DEADUNES • Noon Thursday for Monday, Noon Monday for Thursday
E-mail your classifieds: classify eds <g>lanthorn com

FREQUENCY

COMMERCIAL

DEPTV
NON-PROFIT

2 Issues min.
3-4 Issues
5+ Issues

60C/Word
55C/Word
50</Word

55C/Word
50C/Word
45</Word

s5.°° per week up to 20 words,
Each additional word 25C.

Services

Employment

Housing

Need to make an important an
nouncement? The Lanthorn car
help you spread the word
331-2460.

CD/DVD Exchange on Alpine
Ave. & 28th Street buys and
sells games, textbooks, CDs,
DVDs, and collectibles. Visit
their website at www.cddvdexchanges.com

Summer Camp Positions: Make
a difference in the life of a child!
Summer therapy camp for chil
dren with physical disabilities.
Located on shore of Lake Supe
rior in Big Bay, Ml. Positions
available for Counselors, Water
front, Instructors for Nature/Arts
& Crafts/Recreation, Nurses,
Therapists, Food Services, and
Auxiliary. Must be enthusiastic,
responsible, and love children.
June 14 through August 9. Sal
ary, room & board, and experi
ence of lifetime provided. Call
or write for application informa
tion. Bay Cliff Health Camp,
P.O. Box 310, Big Bay, Ml
49808, (906) 345 9314, e-mail
BayCliffHC@aol.com. Visit us at
www.baycliff.org

Copper Beech Townhomes.
NOW LEASING FOR ’09-’10! 1,
2, 3, OR 4 bedroom townhomes! Call 616-895-2900 or
visit www.cbeech.com.

Want to do some free advertis
ing? Students and staff can
submit classifieds online at
www.lanthom.com.
Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities you have to
offer? Place an ad and reach
thousands! Call the Lanthorn at
331-2460 for more information.

Experienced Attorneys just 3
Miles away from Campus. For
more information visit our webs i t e
at
www.davidknoesterplc.com or
call us at 616.895.7300
Beijing Restaurant- Take out,
Eat in. Lunch Buffet Specials
Daily! Also ask about our daily
specials! 342 State Street,
Downtown GR. 616-458-8383.

Wanted
CD and DVD Exchange buys
and sells: CDs, DVDs, text
books, games, and collectibles!
Visit
www.cddvdexchanges.com or
call 616-785-0251 for more in
formation.

Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.

Need help? Find it by running
an ad in the Lanthorn! Call
331-2460 to get started today.

Lost & Found
Missing car keys? Found class
notes or a student ID? Advertise
with us at 331-2460 and let the
Lanthorn help you find whai
you’re missing.

Valentine’s Day is February
14th!!!! Call Rosedale Floral for
all your Valentine needs! WE
DELIVER! 616-453-0594. 397C
Lake Michigan Dr. NW Walker,
Ml.
Trying to serve Grand Valley
and the neighboring commu
nity? Let the Lanthorn serve you
by placing your ad! 331-2460.

Hiring? Get in touch with thou
sands of people who may be
looking for work! Contact the
Lanthorn at 331-2460.

0051 KIRKH0F
Allendale Campus

331-2460

Calls taken Monday Friday, 9-5

Announcements

Opportunities

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:

For Rent: Off-campus housing.
Large 4-BD, W/D and all appli
ances included. We snowplow,
we cut the grass. Available now.
Less than 5 minutes from Al
lendale campus. For more info
please call 690-3013.
University Townhouses and
Apartments...starting at only
$250/person and less than 2
miles away from Allendale cam
pus! Call 616-895-4001 or visit
GVTownhouses.com
For Rent: Off-campus housing.
We have a 4-BD, a 5-BD, and a
6-BD available in May. All appli
ances included. Less than 5 min
utes from Allendale campus. We
snowplow, we cut the grass. For
more info, call 616-610-3013

Birthdays
What better way to show youi
friends that you care aboul
them on their birthday thar
wishing them a happy birthday
through us? Let the Lanthorr
know about your friends’ birth
days and we will advertise £
message to make this birthdav
one they won’t forget
331-2460.

Roommates
Female roommate wanted. Hillcrest townhouses. Three fun,
easygoing roommates. Call
Emily, Amanda of Jackie if inter
ested at 517-518-0061.

Looking for 4th tenant to sign
$3,180 12 month lease with 3
boys at Country Place. Please
call 810-814-7679 or email waltonky@gmail.com
Looking for a new roommate?
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is
a great way to reach students
who need a place to live. Call
331-2460 to set up your ad!
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The Department of Public Safety

by Japheth
Light

A triangular Sudoku challenge

lost or missing items
°nhe^er^nd

Contact us <s> 331-3255
wvvvv.gvsu.edu/publicsafetY

www.cbeech.com
CALL TODAY

616-895-2900

Apartment

Jn.iidixa.lto

i

• Activity Room

• Online rent pay

1.
2.

• Fitness Center open 24/7
• Snow and Trash Removal
. 24 Hour Maintenance Service Requests
. Outdoor basketball and volleyball courts
. Management office open seven days a week
Located on 48th Avenue along GV Bus Route 48

3.
4.

The numbers 1-9 must be placed in each of the NINE LARGE triangles.
The numbers 1-9 must be placed in the three legs of the OUTERMOST
triangle.
The numbers 1-9 must be placed in the three legs of the INVERTED
INNER triangle.
No two neighboring (touching) cells may contain the same number.
For more information about this puif/le. go to www.tridoku.com

of s ace
3 Bedrooms w/< Attached
See Answers on B6
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I.akeshore Pregnancy Center
of Allendale
4623 Take Michigan Dr.
Allendale. Ml 49401 id
(next to Speedway) ffl
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